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RÉSUMÉ 

Avancées récentes en nanotechnologie ont conduit au développement de nanomatériaux 

magnétiques tels que des nanoparticules d'oxyde de fer (Fe3O4) utilisées comme nanoaporteurs 

dans des applications de libération de médicaments et considèrent ces nanoparticules comme des 

candidats à la libération de monoxyde d'azote (NO) pour interagir contre la formation de biofilm. 

Cette thèse est constituée trois articles, décrivant la méthodologie pour développer un système de 

nano-libération de monoxyde d'azote avec des nanoparticules d'oxyde de fer superparamagnétique 

(SPION). Une étude approfondie de la modification de la surface des SPION est rapportée, où il a 

été montré que les nanoparticules avaient une composition chimique non uniforme et des variations 

d'un lot à l'autre. L'effet de lavage des SPIONs par dialyse s'est avéré être une méthode inefficace 

pour l'élimination des espèces chimiques indésirables sur les surfaces, en plus de l'interaction des 

espèces chimiques avec l'environnement et l'atmosphère a été trouvée, générant une oxydation des 

espèces. La PEGylation et le revêtement de nanoparticules avec de l’acide dimercaptosuccinique 

(DMSA) ont été proposés afin d'homogénéiser la surface et permettre à la surface avec des groupes 

thiol pour attacher des molécules de NO. L'utilisation de techniques de caractérisation à haute 

sensibilité a permis la démonstration des revêtements de SPIONs avec PEG-dithiol et DMSA, ainsi 

que l'existence de la liaison covalente S-NO. En tant qu'innovation et contribution à cette thèse de 

doctorat montre l'attachement chimique de monoxyde d'azote aux SPIONs, comme cela n'a été 

démontré par aucun outre article de recherche publié avant. 
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ABSTRACT 

Recent advances in nanotechnology have led to the development of magnetic nanomaterials, such 

as iron oxide nanoparticles (Fe3O4), as nanocarriers in drug delivery applications. We consider such 

nanoparticles as candidates for nitric oxide (NO) release, to counter biofilm formation. Nitric oxide 

release is proposed because NO prevents bacterial adhesion on implant surfaces and, subsequently, 

inhibits biofilms formation.  

This thesis contains three papers, describing the methodology to develop a nitric oxide nano-

delivery system, using superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (SPIONs). An extensive study 

of the surface modification of SPIONs is reported, where it was shown that the nanoparticles had 

a non-uniform chemical composition and batch-to-batch variations. The washing of SPIONs by 

dialysis turned out to be an ineffective method for the elimination of unwanted surface chemical 

species; in addition, the interaction of these chemical species with the atmosphere was found to 

lead to oxidation. PEGylation of the nanoparticles with PEG dithiol, and coating them with 

dimercaptosuccinic acid (DMSA), were used to both make the surface uniform and provide thiol 

groups for anchoring nitric oxide (NO) molecules. The use of highly sensitive characterization 

techniques permitted the demonstration of SPION coating with both PEG-dithiol and DMSA, as 

well as the existence of the covalently bonded S-NO. This thesis reveals the chemical attachment 

of nitric oxide to SPIONs, something that not previously been demonstrated. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

I start this thesis with a question ... 

Is it possible that after almost 60 years, since the beginning of the nanotechnology era, the chemical 

reactions and behaviors of nanomaterials are unpredictable today? 

It is a known fact that Phoenicians, Etruscans, Chinese and Aztecs used gold in dental surgery, 

more than 2000 years ago (Duffo G., 2011), thus demonstrating knowledge through the science of 

biomaterials thousands of years ago. It was until 1965 that the winner of the Nobel Prize in Physics, 

Richard Feynman, was the first to refer to the beginning of nanoscience and nanotechnology, 

describing for the first time the possibility of synthesis via direct manipulation of atoms (Feynman, 

R. P., 1959). Later, inspired by Feynman's concepts, Eric Drexler used the term "nanotechnology" 

in 1986 in his book "Engines of Creation: The Coming Era of Nanotechnology" (Drexler K.E., 

1986). In this way the advances in science began to open their doors to a new branch of materials 

science: Bio-nanomaterials, this means, interest and study by nanomaterials, (materials whose 

dimensions are less than 100 nm), such interest grew exponentially during the following years, 

especially in the medical area. 

The development in the advancement of biomaterials has been inspired by the unique properties of 

the nano-scale materials that have been demonstrated. Despite the tremendous progress in the field 

of nanoscience, very little is known about the detailed mechanisms of interaction between 

nanoscale devices (nanodevices) and the biological system. According to some studies (Cedervall, 

Lynch, Foy, et al., 2007, Mahmoudi, Sant, et al., 2011), the biological responses of nano-

biomaterials result from complex interactions. The latter depend mainly on the physicochemical 

properties of the nanoparticle surface. This PhD project whose main objective is to develop 

magnetic nano-vectors capable of transporting therapeutic substances, such as nitric oxide (NO), 

proposes the use of iron oxide nanoparticles (magnetite, Fe3O4), which have a superparamagnetic 

behavior (superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles, SPIONs), and are candidates to be 

functionalized and adapted to attach NO molecules. The use of physico-chemical characterization 

techniques will be the key to the study and demonstration of chemical reactions at nano-scale and, 

consequently, demonstrate whether the successful use of SPIONs as nano carriers and with the 

possibility of manipulate such nanoparticles into localized areas. 
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This thesis is divided into nine chapters. In the first chapter it is described in the introduction of 

this thesis, giving a general idea of what will be found in this manuscript, the second chapter 

contains the basic literature review that will allow the reader to enter into context with the subject, 

the current problems and the importance of this study. The third chapter indicates the hypothesis 

and the approach chosen to solve the problem. This approach includes knowledge of nanoparticle 

surface chemistry to allow carrying out the reactions proposed in each step of the modification of 

the surface of the nanoparticles and establish a correlation between the chemical groups present on 

the surface of the SPIONs and the reactions obtained at each functionalization step. Chapter 4 

describe the principles of characterization techniques used in this project to achieve the objectives. 

The next three chapters (5, 6 and 7) are dedicated to the results and contain three articles published 

in three different journals. My contribution in each article is at least 75% of the work and covers 

the literature review, laboratory experiments, data analysis, writing of these articles and their 

submission. The first article deals with the first objective of this project, which refers to the 

synthesis and functionalization of SPIONs. This first article, presented in Chapter 5, shows a 

comparison of how SPIONs surfaces differ, these comparisons are based on characterization 

techniques such as TEM, VSM, FTIR, XPS and ToF SIMS, where the results are compared 

between nanoparticles naked (bare), meaning NPs without subsequent functionalization after their 

synthesis, SPIONs with positive surface charge and SPIONs with negative surface charge, due to 

surface modification by silane surface layers.  Another comparison is also made regarding the 

reproducibility of the synthesis, and they are evaluated as potential candidates for use as prodrugs 

to target the specific sites. The second article, presented in Chapter 6, aims to identify the effect of 

dialysis on the surfaces of nanoparticles to eliminate the existence of undesirable contaminants and 

discuss about the efficiency of dialysis. And finally, in the third article presented in Chapter 7, 

presents the results focused on the NO attachment on SPIONs based on the nanoparticle prepatarion 

to be usind as nanocarriers. This article presents two methods to attach NO: using 

dimercaptosuccinic acid (DMSA) and polyethylene glycol (PEG) dithiol as source of thiol groups 

to react and obtain covalent S-NO bonds. In addition, a comparison is made in the conditions of 

reactions taking place in N2 atm and O2 atm. The final characterization indicate the parameters to 

consider for a successful NO attachment. Finally, a general discussion is presented in Chapter 8, 

followed by a section dedicated to the general conclusions and futures perspectives of the PhD 

project in Chapter 9. 
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CHAPTER 2   LITERATURE REVIEW OF IRON OXIDE 

NANOPARTICLES AS VEHICLES OF NITRIC OXIDE DELIVERY 

 

2.1 Why is a nano-delivery system of nitric oxide necessary?  

On average, 7% of all patients in industrial countries are affected by "nosocomial" infections, 

which are infections caused in hospitals. In intensive care units, the risk increases even more. This 

can result in serious illnesses and life-threatening blood poisoning. If patients are treated with 

invasive medical measures, hospital microorganisms have a particularly easy time of it: if tubes are 

inserted into the body to ventilate it, supply it with fluids or drain urine, the infectious agents 

quickly gain a foothold. It is still unclear how these infections can be prevented, and it is here where 

new technologies that preventing biofilm formation play an important roll. 

The focus lies on the analysis of biofilms, which are accumulations of microorganisms on surfaces 

such as implants, urinary catheters, heart valves, hip prostheses, etc. The use of antibiotics is not 

always a viable solution due to antibiotic resistance, which is one of the major public health 

challenges of our time. Each year, in the U.S., at least 2.8 million people suffer antibiotic-resistant 

infections, and more than 35,000 people die. Fighting this threat is a public health priority because 

this problem imposes great challenges for the use of conventional antimicrobials, and underlines 

the need for new ideas to fight against surface biofilms formation. This thesis is based on a project 

aimed at reducing the risk of biofilm formation through the preparation of superparamagnetic 

nanoparticles, taking advantage of their surface functionalization with nitric oxide molecules and, 

through magnetic manipulation, accessing specific targets and concentrating a desired amount of 

NO. The literary review in this chapter recapitulates the bases that were considered in this design. 

2.2 Nanomaterials 

At the end of 1959 a new area of study for science, technology on a nanometric scale emerged. 

Richard Feynman in his speech entitled "There is plenty of room at the botton", in which he raises 

the possibility of manipulating materials at an atomic and molecular scale, Freyman explained in a 

very visionary way for the first time the advantages that could work in the nanometric scale (a 

nanometer is equivalent to one billionth of a meter) (Invernizzi and Foladori, 2005). Other pioneers 
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in this area were Richard Smalley, Robet Curl and Harold Kroto, who discovered a type of carbon 

molecule previously unknown and what they called ¨fullerene¨ (buckyball) which has been 

essential in the development of nanotechnology. Eric Drexler, an American engineer, has suggested 

the possibility that robots develop specific functions and perform tasks similar to those of cellular 

transcription and translation machinery for protein synthesis. (Sahoo et al., 2007; Coppo, 2009). 

However, these advantages did not begin to be patented until 20 years later with the appearance of 

new manufacturing techniques and especially with new characterization techniques that allowed 

us to understand and control the composition, shape, size and physical properties. It is precisely 

here that Nanoscience focuses on understanding and exploiting the properties of different materials 

as a consequence of being in the "nanodimension." In fact, a material on a nanometric scale has 

very different properties of the same material on a macroscopic scale. It is in these differences in 

the chemical-physical properties (optical, electrical and structural properties) that the growing 

interest in this type of materials resides. 

Nanotechnology is a multidisciplinary field that includes areas such as biology, chemistry, 

physics, materials science, engineering, etc. At present, nanotechnology is a very fast-growing area, 

with thousands of existing products already on the market and it is expected that the number of 

products and therefore their economic and social impact will be much greater in the next years. 

One of the sectors with more growth prospects and that is beginning to be a reality is biotechnology 

and medicine, both in the development of new diagnostics techniques and imaging techniques, as 

in more effective therapeutic treatments, specifically aimed at tissues and organs damaged. 

Probably one of the most widespread applications in the field of therapy is the use of nanoparticles 

as transport vehicles for controlled drug release. The encapsulation of certain drugs in nanometric 

systems has been shown in many cases to improve their stability, solubility and biodistribution. In 

some cases, one can even direct the drug to the target organ to act in an effective way. 

2.3 Nanomaterials applied in the biomedical field 

Within a multidisciplinary context, the primary goal of the new nanomaterals is to improve the 

quality of life and promote human development. Biomedical nanotechnology offers solutions in 

the diagnosis, prevention and treatment of diseases, ingeniously participates in biological processes 

of the human body, as mentioned before, in the release of drugs at specific targets and fight against 

a battery of infections, among others (Puurunen and Vasara 2007, Roco, 2003). In addition, it 
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designs and creates new products with novel features, such as motorized prostheses with movement 

from the detection of brain signals, and many other uses. (Yadav H.K.S et al., 2018). 

A subdiscipline of nanoscience is nanomedicine and is one of the most promising aspects 

of the many technological advances still under study, since it offers the possibility of diagnosing 

and treating diseases at the cellular and molecular level (Bouwmeester et al., 2009). For example, 

iron oxide nanoparticles are used in cancer therapies (Carvalho et al, 2019); colloidal gold is used 

in the systemic administration of biological substances; Silver nanoparticles are useful in 

antimicrobial coatings for various implanted devices and in catheters (Romanò C.L et al., 2019);  

Superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles are used to mark the transplanted cells and thus 

follow up in vivo the patient recovery process (Mohanty S, et al., 2018, Etheridge et al., 2013; 

Kubinová and Syková, 2010). Structures such as dendrimers, nanospheres, nanopores and quantum 

dots, have been developed to diagnose early and effectively treat diseases that are difficult to 

manage, such as heart attack, cancer, diabetes, kidney failure, immunodeficiency virus infection 

human (Pastrana and Ávila, 2006) and in neurodegenerative pathologies such as Alzheimer's and 

Parkinson's (Fedorovich et al., 2010). It is anticipated that in the future nanomachines or 

nanorrobots may be introduced into the human organism to repair cellular damage and also to 

control, prevent and diagnose pathologies that cannot yet be intervened by man, although decades 

should probably take place until this technology is available (Freitas, 2005; Kewal, 2005; Coppo, 

2009; Wang, 2009). The main areas of application of nanomedicine involve the development of 

pharmaceutical products, in vivo and in vitro diagnostics, regenerative medicine and device 

implantation (Boisseau and Loubatonb, 2011). The nanorobots on the other hand, will also be 

protagonists in the processes of selective distribution of drugs in the body (Laocharoensuk et al., 

2008), as well as in the improvement of human physiological conditions (Lin et al., 2009). 

2.4 Nanoparticles as promising technology against biofilm formation 

on implants 

Nosocomial infections represent a serious problem accordig to statistics; it is one of the 

major causes of death in the world in addition to cancer, cardiovascular diseases and diabetes. 

(National Center for Health Statistics, 1999). Just in United States in 2001 the mortality rate of 

nosocomial bloodstream was estimated between 87 500 to 350 000 life lost (Wenzel R.P and 

Edmond M.B, 2001) and in total during the year, approximately 2 million nosocomial infections 
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were reported, reflecting a cost of 11 billions dollars (Schierholz J. M and Beuth J, 2001), and the 

mortality rate continues to increase each year. These numbers clearly indicate that we have an 

economic and health problem and finding a solution is urgent. Exposure to a medical device 

implantation increases the risk of infection and biofilm formation resulting in critical health and 

costly consequences to the patient in several cases. 

Some strategies exist to prevent implant contamination, the most common being when the 

medical staff takes step by step aseptic protocols before and during implantation and prophylactic 

administration of antibiotics during the days following surgery. However antibiotic resistance is a 

problem that goes hand in hand with the contamination of implants and medical devices, a growing 

global health problem and is not a new phenomenon; and if no changes are made and urgent action 

is not taken, common infections and minor injuries could become fatal. 

This resistance has been attributed to the failure of antibiotics to penetrate biofilms, and the 

persistent use of antibiotics by the patient (Lewis K, 2005; Mah T.F.C and O´Toole G.A, 2001). 

Some of the most common bacteria found in devices colonized by bacteria after implantation are 

Staphylococcus aureus and Enterococcus, which turn out to be more resistant to anibiotics, once 

the biofilm is formed on the implant surface (Dupont H, 2007; Birolini C, 2016).  

Due to the necessity to stop hospital infections and biofilm formation, the science has the 

challenge to find solutions and develop longlasting biomaterials with antibacterial and antibiofilm 

surfaces (Allegranzi B, et al., 2011; Zarb P, et al., 2011).  

Some studies point out that the biological response to a biomedical device depends on the structure 

and surface functionality of the material used, and most device-associated infections are likely to 

originate from material surface contamination at the time of implantation. The surface engineering 

of materials can enhance device biocompatibility and functionality and material properties and 

surfaces can be modified to reduce microbial contamination and prevent biofilm infections.  

Antibiotic coatings efficiently provide surface antimicrobial activity because bacteria directly bind 

with antibiotics and are lysed before biofilm establishment. The antibacterial activity of metal oxide 

nanoparticles (NPs) as Fe3O4,  indicate antibacterial activities and low toxicity, also propose metal 

oxide nanoparticles as candidates for controlling or treating bacterial biofilms on indwelling 

medical devices and implant (Kadiyala, et al., 2019) and it is exactly the target of the problem to 

combat with the application the nano-delivery system of  nitric oxide. Throughout this brief 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Kadiyala%20U%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=29468956
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introduction, this chapter has discussed key issues that involve the characteristics of nano-device, 

its features and design. 

2.5 Superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles  

Magnetic nanoparticles (MNP) display outstanding properties on account of their small 

sizes and high surface-volume ratios, which differentiate them from larger particles and their bulk 

material. Superparamagnetic nanoparticles are attractive for the purpose of drug delivery and 

hyperthermia, as magnetization within the nanoparticle is lost as soon as the magnetic field is 

removed due to thermally induced spin flipping. This is beneficial, as remnant magnetization could 

induce MNP agglomeration and embolization of capillary vessels (Arruebo M, et al., 2007).  

The most prevalent iron oxide nanomaterials are magnetite (Fe3O4) and its oxidised form 

maghemite (γFe2O3), and are preferentially used in medical research on account of their 

biocompatibility (Wahajuddin and S. Arora, 2012). Iron is ordinarily present in the human body 

and the liberation of free iron by the biodegradation of the MNP could be utilised in subsequent 

metabolic processes, thereby preventing prolonged risk from exposure (Thorek D.L, et al., 2006). 

While magnetite and maghemite are ferrimagnetic at room temperature (retain their magnetisation 

in the absence of a field), it is known that below a critical size of 30 nm, the permanent magnetism 

is lost and they become superparamagnetic (Baumgartner J, et al., 20113; Mahmoudi M, et al., 

2012).  

Superparamagnetism occurs when the nanomaterials contain a single magnetic domain, in 

which all magnetic moments are aligned with one another and they point in the same direction, 

when in the presence of an external magnetic field. The sum of all the individual magnetic moments 

results in a single giant magnetic moment, which align along the applied field, leading to a net 

magnetisation. The length of time it takes for the magnetic moment to flip, from parallel to anti-

parallel orientations, is referred to as the Néel relaxation time. It is well known that size governs 

the magnetic properties (Dunlop D.J. and Ozdemir O.Z, 1997), and it is therefore important to have 

a reliable synthesis method to ensure that the nanomaterials produced maintain a core size of less 

than 30 nm.  

There exist many methods to synthesize iron oxide nanomaterials, such as co-precipitation, 

thermal decomposition, microemulsion, hydrothermal synthesis, and more, including recently 
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green chemical synthesis methods involving the bacterium Actinobacter sp. (Magnetosomes) 

(Bharde A.A, et al., 2008). These methods have been explored for their ability to produce 

nanomaterials that are of uniform size and have suitable physicochemical properties for their 

required application (Laurent S, et al, 2008). While co-precipitation is the method of synthesis of 

NPs used in this thesis, it results in a wider size distribution and non-uniformity in population shape 

characteristics (quasi-espheric) (Wu W, et al., 2008). 

2.6 Dimercaptosuccinic acid (DMSA) and polyethylene glycol (peg) as 

polymeric coatings  

The biomedical application of nanoparticles also requires the optimization of parameters such 

as their residence time in blood, providing surfaces able to be functionalized as well as promote 

biocompatibility. Hence, one of the most used strategies for surface modification of nanoparticles 

is the coating with different materials, such as DMSA and PEG (Iijima and Kamiya, 2009). 

Dimercaptosuccinic acid (DMSA) and polyethylene glycol (PEG) are hydrophilic and 

biocompatible polymers, frequently used to coat nanoparticles in the research area. DMSA, is 

commonly used as a nanoparticle coating due to supporting greater stability to magnetic 

nanoparticles, across a broad pH range (pH 1 – 14) (Chen, Z.P., et al., 2008). The DMSA coating 

plays an important role in sample mono-dispersibility and has been shown to increase cellular 

association, compared to uncoated nanomaterials (Pisanic, T.R., et al., 2007; Wilhelm C, et al., 

2003). Nanomaterials coated with DMSA have also demonstrated little to no cytotoxicity or 

genotoxicity in vitro (Auffan M et al., 2006; Gupta A.K, et al., 2005) and in vivo (Monge-Fuentes 

V, et al. 2011). In vitro cytotoxicity has been observed at concentrations greater than 100 µg/mL 

(Auffan M, et al., 2006), which far exceed the concentrations used with clinically implemented 

MNPs (Hudgins P.A, et al., 2002).  DMSA coated MNPs have the capacity to reduce intracellular 

reactive oxygen species levels (Mou, Y., et al., 2015). This confers to DMSA acceptability to be 

used in drug delivery (as NO delivery), and for this project is considerated as a major option for 

the thiolation process. 

 Concerning PEG, PEGylation is one of the most favored ways of surface modification of 

nanoparticles for biomedical with common applications related to intracellular targeting, 

antitumoral delivery systems and diagnostics, among others (Tkachenko A.G, et al., 2004; Cai L.L, 

2012; Illés E, et al., 2018; Dilnawaz F, et al., 2010; Na H, et al., 2009). Polyethylene glycol 
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solvation properties also have an effect on the efficiency of NPs used as MRI contrast agents 

(LaConte L.E, 2007; Wattendorf U and Merkle H, 2008).  They also offer grafting sites for covalent 

immobilization of targeting like proteins, peptides or antibodies (Yang H.W, 2012). 

2.7 Nitric oxide in physiological biology and biomedical applications 

The focus of this thesis is to develop a nano-system able to release a small inorganic molecule 

that has received much attention in recent years: nitric oxide (NO). Nitric oxide is a diatomic free 

radical that has extremely short lived and widespread distribution in biological systems. 

 

Humprey Davy did the first experiment to study the effect of nitric oxide (NO) on 

respiration in the late 1700’s when he experienced aspiration pneumonitis and nearly died from 

inhalation of the gas (Sprigge J. S, 2002). In the early 1980’s, NO was studied as an important gas 

in the atmosphere because of its role in acid rain, smog and depletion of the ozone layer. (Heywood 

J. B, 1988; Ignarro L. J, Donahue, N. M, 2011). In 1987, the endothelium derived relaxing factor 

(EDRF) was discovered to be NO responsible for vasodilatation. (Ignarro L. J, et al., 1987; Palmer 

R.M.J, et al., 1987). These events began he consideration of NO as an important molecule in 

physiological processes. (Ignarro L. J, Buga G. M, et al., 1987) However, the real interest in NO 

as a molecula concerned in biological functions was recognized when Furchgott Ignarro and Murad 

won, in 1998, the Nobel Prize in Physiology and Medicine for their work in establishing NO as a 

chemical signaling agent in physiology. (Davies I. R and Zhang X, et al., 2008; Saavedra J.E, et 

al.,2002).  Robert F. Furchgott’s group identified, in the vascular epithelium, a molecule 

responsible for mediating vasodilation. It was named endothelium-derived relaxing factor (EDRF) 

because of its source and for its effects on smooth muscle in blood vessel walls (Furchgott & 

Zawadzki, 1980). Its discovery brought Furchgott the Nobel Prize for Physiology or Medicine, an 

honour he shared with Louis Ignarro and Ferid Murad; their research served to confirm the function 

of NO as a signalling molecule in the cardiovascular system; it is a key chemical signaller for the 

homeostasis of the gastrointestinal (GI) tract (Lamarque et al., 1996), participate in mediating 

immunity (macrophages release NO upon invading pathogens, which causes their destruction) 

(Green et al., 1990; MacMicking et al., 1997).  The low level of NO production in the skin may 

play a role in the maintenance of a barrier function and optimum blood flow in the microvasculature 

(Cals-Grierson & Ormerod, 2004).  
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NO and NO synthase (NOS, its synthesizing enzyme) are also found in nervous tissue in a 

variety of animals (Bredt et al., 1990; Dawson & Snyder, 1994; Huang et al., 1997), where NO 

may exert a developmental influence as well as functional importance in healthy nervous systems.  

NO has been found to be involved in learning and memory (Bohme et al., 1993; Estall et al., 1993) 

Its production has been linked to inflammatory states such as ulcerative colitis (UC) (Rachmilewitz 

et al., 1995), and skin conditions (Cals‐Grierson & Ormerod, 2004). NO is also implicated in the 

processing of various pain states like chronic pain (Luo & Cizkova, 2000). Much attention has also 

been drawn to the role of NO in carcinogenesis: NO and its derivatives can react with DNA in 

inflamed tissues and cause mutations (Felley-Bosco, 1998). Indeed, NO has been implicated in the 

progression, invasion, metastasis and angiogenesis of different cancers (Ekmekcioglu et al., 2005), 

and has been associated with the suppression of tumorigenicity and the regression of already-

present metastases (Xie et al., 1996); cardiovascular disorders, such as angina can readily be treated 

with NO-releasing drugs, and such NO-based remedies may be derived from botanicals (Achike & 

Kwan, 2003).   In fact, such medicinal uses may have also opened up the exploration of NO activity 

in plants (Beligni & Lamattina, 2001). Research into nano-delivery systems, able to release NO 

will certainly help in the near future to deliver this endogeneus molecule into specific zones and 

interact with physiological functions. 

2.8 Iron oxide nanoparticles as vehicle to release nitric oxide  

Nowadays, research in this endogenous molecule explores its properties and possible 

applications, such as diagnosis, prevention, and treatment of diseases.  Iron oxide nanoparticles 

MNPs (Fe2O3 and Fe3O4) have been explored in biomedical applications such as drug delivery, 

drug targeting of cancer cells, tracking target cells using labeling (Yokoyama M, 2011; Uhrich K 

E, 2011; Nguyen T K, 2002) and therapy (Fang B, et al., 2011; Rosen J.E, et al., 2011; Pankhurst, 

Q A, et al, 2004), since they are considered less toxic in comparison with metallic nanoparticles, 

and have been approval by the FDA for MRI application, due to their metabolization, low toxicity 

and biocompatibility (Bulte et al, 2004). 

In vivo studies with Fe3O4 nanoparticles have demonstrated severe inflammatory and 

toxicologic responses in rats exposed through inhalation (Zhu M.T, 2008; Bhattacharya K, 2009). 

In contrast, other studies performed with microscale and nanoparticulate Fe3O4 describe them both 
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to be nontoxic under in vitro test conditions with human small airway epithelial and mouse 

fibroblast cells (Mahmoudi M, et al., 2009) 

The biomedical applicability of MNPs is greatly improved by coating their surfaces with 

biocompatible ligands (Murray C.B, et al., 1993), and those with biocompatible ligands containing 

functional groups such as COOH and SH (Hong S C, 2011). The nitric oxide (NO) molecule may 

interact on the surface of these nanoparticles covered with biocompatible ligands. Thus, there is a 

great interest in the development of NO-releasing vehicles that are able to stabilize and release NO 

locally direct to the target site, in diverse biomedical applications.  

2.9 Biocompatibility 

Besides the NP size, the chemical nature of its surface appears to determine the intensity of 

the biological effects with significant differences between different types of coating because of 

their surface chemistries that vary their reactions with the components of the culture medium before 

reacting with the cells. (Mbeh D, Franca R, et al, 2012) 

  Up to now, the overwhelming majority of reports have claimed that SPIONs are biosafe 

because they are presumably bio-inert and/or because their metabolites are. Fe is essential for living 

organisms and thus is biocompatible. Many studies have also shown no adverse effects on potential 

cytotoxicity and cell function at low doses (10 pg Fe/cell) for optimal MRI cell tracking (Kroll A, 

Pillukat, 2009). The conclusion of biosafety, however, may be premature, due to lack of criteria to 

evaluate the safety and toxicity of these nanomaterials.  (Bulte J, 2009). Therefore, the effects of 

SPIONs on diverse aspects of cellular activities should be carefully evaluated even though such 

NPs are generally considered biocompatible at present. 

Previous studies in our research group (Mbeh D.A, 2014, Mbeh D.A, 2015) using the same 

nanoparticles used in this project affirmed that the negatively charged TEPSA SPION is more 

biocompatible than the positively charged TPED and the bare SPIONs, demonstrating the impact 

of functionalization on cell response; the nanoparticles all induced the production of reactive 

oxygen species. This study underlines the necessity to consider non-toxic doses of SPIONs, so that 

it is clear that maximum doses must be determined for each SPION used. (Mbeh D.A, Mireles L.K 

et al, 2015) 
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2.10 Cytotoxicity 

The physico-chemical properties and potential cytotoxicities of nanoparticles (NPs) are 

significantly influenced by their interaction with proteins, which results in corona formation. It is 

well recognized that, on contact with a biological medium, SPION surfaces are immediately 

covered by various types of proteins (Mahmoudi, Lynch, et al., 2011). This adsorption confers a 

new “biological identity” to the SPION, which determines the subsequent cellular/tissue response 

(Rahman, Laurent, Tawil, Yahia, & Mahmoudi, 2013). The composition and quantity of protein 

coronas are strongly dependent on the surface properties of the SPIONs and the composition of the 

biological milieu. Therefore, the proper in vitro toxicity assessment of SPIONs requires their 

comprehensive physicochemical characterization.  

Based on in vitro cytotoxicity assays, its known that coated SPIONs could be used in bio-

applications over a broad range of concentrations (Mbeh D.A, et al., 2015). Recent cytotoxicity 

studies on SPIONs have demonstrated that SPIONs with various physicochemical characteristics 

have no cytotoxicity when used in a concentration range below 100 μg/ml (Ankamwar et al., 2010; 

Karlsson L.H, et al., 2008). Other studies mention that uncoated SPIONs are more toxic than the 

functionalized nanoparticles. In order to be used for safe and high-performance biomedical 

applications, the SPIONs must have a continuous coating. These coatings include polyethylene 

glycol, polyethylene glycol fumarate, polyvinyl alcohol, coatings based on polysaccharides, 

synthetic polyesters, alginate, chitosan etc. (Laurent S, et al., 2011). Thus, SPIONs@DMSA and 

SPIONs@PEGdithiol could be potentially safe and non-toxic in biological media. 

In general, this chapter of introduction summarizes the information found in the literature 

review, evidencing the current problems and the necesity of new drug delivery estrategies to release 

drugs into specific points against biofilm formation, avoiding bacterial resistance. 

Based on the literature, this project proposes to designe a nano-delivery system using 

SPIONs and functionalize them to release of nitric oxide against biofilms into specific place by the 

manipulation of magnetic field. The evidence of a well done functionalizarion (NO attachment) its 

the main goal in this PhD project, due to no one research team have been found an efective 

estrategie to design a system like this, and the need for this design is urgent. The following chapter 

describes the objectives, hypotesis and approach, followed by the description of the 

characterization techniques that have allowed to confirm the desingn of the project step by step. 
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CHAPTER 3   OBJECTIVES, APPROACH AND HYPOTHESIS 

 

3.1 Context 

This PhD project is focused on creating and developing a nano-system of nitric oxide (NO) 

release to inhibit biofilms, using superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (SPIONS) to prevent 

bacterial adhesion related to implants and subsequent biofilm formation. The project was divided 

in three stages: 

1. Synthesis and functionalization of SPIONs; (article 1) 

2. The characterization of the physicochemical properties of these SPIONs; (article 2) 

3. Attachment of nitric oxide to SPIONs; (article 3) 

Stage 1: Three differently functionalized magnetite (Fe3O4) spions were synthetized by alkaline 

coprecipitation and functionalized: a) bare spions (precursor), b) coated positively spions (- NH2) 

and coated negatively spions (- COOH) by our collaborator: Sophie Laurent at the University of 

Mons (Belgium). 

The second and third stage is the subject of this thesis. current processes of functionalization of 

biomaterials, omit the important part of analysis of the surface where the physicochemical 

interactions are developed. 

It cannot be taken for granted that the chemical reactions that occur in macro-scale will 

occur at the nano-scale, or will occur without variations, and for this reason the characterization 

of nanomaterials with high sensitivity plays an indispensable role in the new technology, where 

reactions cannot assumed, but have to be proven. 

The importance of nano-systems of nitric oxide release is evident, because the benefits that 

this molecule provides are of vital importance for the human being; however, there are no 

significant investigations of reactions and functionalization that demonstrate the molecular 

attachment  to SPIONs, in consecuense, the characterization of physico-chemical properties of 

the surface of nanoparticles is emerging. 
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3.2 General objective 

The surface characterization of SPIONs provides the necessary tools to know and 

understand the surface chemistry of the SPIONs and thus be able to have the basis to propose a 

nitric oxide attachment procedure. 

Therefore, the main objective of this thesis is:  

Carry out the functionalization of magnetic nanoparticles (SPIONs) to use them as prodrugs 

of nitric oxide; through the evaluation and physicochemical characterization of the SPIONs as nano 

carriers, to propose an anchoring protocol of nitric oxide and demonstrate its veracity by means of 

physicochemical analysis tools. 

3.3 Specific objectives 

1. Obtain the morphological, magnetic and physicochemical properties of superparamagnetic 

iron oxide nanoparticles as candidate to be use in the nano-delivery system of nitric oxide. 

2.  Identify the most appropriate method of functionalization, to prepare the SPION surface 

(by thiolation) for NO attachment. 

3. Perform the anchoring of NO to the SPIONs surface by the nitrosation method and test the 

effectiveness of the anchoring method 

 3.4 Approach and hypothesis 

We presume that a polymer shell around the nanoparticles will help provide thiol groups 

that permit NO anchoring. In this project we propose the use of dimercaptosuccinic acid 

(DMSA) and poly (ethylene glycol) (PEG)-dithiol to achieve thiolation and later nitrosation, 

which will be evaluated by characterization techniques such as X-ray Photoelectron 

Spectroscopy (XPS) and Time-of-Flight Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (TOF-SIMS), 

which provide accurate information on the existence of the S-NO covalent bond. Both types of 

shells will be compared to evaluate their effectiveness. S-nitrosation is a post-translational 

modification involving the covalent attachment of NO moiety to sulfhydryl residues (-SH) of 

proteins, resulting in the formation of S-nitrosothiols (SNOs). 
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3.5 Iron oxide nanoparticles 

Numerous types of iron oxide exist in nature and can be prepared in the laboratory, however 

only maghemite (γ-Fe2O3) and magnetite (Fe3O4) are able to satisfy the necessary requirements for 

biomedical applications, because its biocompatibility (Figuerola A., et al 2010) with respect to 

other magnetic materials. These requirements include: high magnetic moments, chemical stability 

in physiological conditions and low toxicity, plus the easy and economical synthetic procedures 

available to prepare these materials (Figuerola A., et al 2010). Magnetic nanoparticles (NPs) such as 

Fe3O4 have been proposed for bio-applications such as drug delivery, nano-sensors magnetic resonance 

imaging (MRI) and hyperthermia (Estelrich J., et at 2015; Langer R, 1998) 

3.6 DMSA 

We have considered DMSA as a supplier of thiol groups for the anchoring of nitric oxide.  

Fe3O4 NPs coated with DMSA have been revealed as a very promising material due to its magnetic 

properties, biocompatibility and nontoxicity already been demonstrated (Garcia MP et al., 2010; 

Chaves SB et al., 2002; Soler M et al., 2007; Auffan M et al., 2006). In this project we wanted to 

support the use of DMSA-Fe3O4 NPs for future drug delivery against biofilm formation and 

biomedical applications. 

3.7 PEG-dithiol 

Poly (ethylene glycol) (PEG) has been extensively used in biomedical applications, 

especially for controlling drug delivery (Peppas NA, Hilt JZ, 2006). PEG gels, including PEG 

dithiol chemically-crosslinking (polymer chemically modified, joining two molecules of -SH by 

a covalent bond at the end of the chains) leads to relatively stable hydrogel structures with 

physico-chemical properties (Lin C.C and Metters A.T, 2006; Peppas N.A, et al., 2006; Drury 

J.L and Mooney J.D, 2003, Mellott M.B, et al., 2001) 

The versatility of the PEG integrates with its excellent biocompatibility and nanoparticle 

dispersion (Nuttelman CR, et al., 2008), In the context of controlled delivery, PEG hydrogels 

play an important role for controlled delivery of many biomolecules, ranging from small 

molecular weight drugs to large biomacromolecules, such as nucleic acids, peptides, and proteins 

(Chien-Chi L, Anseth KS, 2009) 
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CHAPTER 4   CHARACTERIZATION TECHNIQUES 

 

In this chapter, the basic principles of operation of the characterization techniques used 

throughout this project are discussed. 

Nano-devices studied and used in theranostics will ultimately come into contact with 

protein-rich physiological fluids. Therefore, the importance of understanding the physicochemical 

properties of engineered nanopartciles should not be overlooked. Knowing how the properties of 

nanoparticles (SPIONs) are affected by dispersion in physiological medium is decisive for the 

success of the MNP in its specific application (Calatayud M.P, et al., 2014) 

4.1 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) is a powerful characterization technique in 

understanding both structure and composition of materials using a beam of high-energy electrons 

to examine objects. It plays a vital role within the fields of materials science, nanotechnology, and 

biotechnology. TEM was used in this thesis to study and determine parameters such as 1) 

Morphology: the size, shape and arrangement of the particles which make up the specimen as well 

as their relationship to each other on the scale of atomic diameters, 2) Compositional information: 

the elements and compounds present in the sample, 3) Crystallographic information: The 

arrangement of atoms in the specimen and their degree of order.   

TEM consists of an electron source (electron gun), condenser lenses, an objective lens, 

imaging system (consisting of the diffraction lens, intermediate lenses,  projector lenses depending 

on the type of microscope), a viewing screen and operate using principles similar to those used in 

light microscopy. The advantage of electron microscopy (EM) is that the wavelength of electrons 

is much smaller than the wavelength of visible light, which results in much higher achievable 

resolutions and allow obtaining images of nanoscale specimen (Bozzola J.J and Russell L.D, 1999). 

The beam of electrons is generated using an electron gun and then passes through a series of 

magnetic lenses and apertures in order to obtain a well-focused beam, which “illuminates” the 

sample. In transmission electron microscopy (TEM) the beam passes through the sample deposited 

on a thin metal grid and reaches the detector (See Figure 3.1). The image collected in bright field 

imaging mode gives contrast information about the sample, in which thicker areas or areas with 

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/action/doSearch?ContribAuthorStored=Bozzola%2C+John+J
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higher atomic number will be darker and vice versa. The lattice fringes can be seen in the particles, 

and can be used to estimate the sample crystallinity. The choice of specimen support is important 

for high resolution TEM, since thicker support film decreases the resolution and may make lattice 

fringes difficult to detect (Bozzola J.J and Russell L.D, 1999). 

The JEM-2100F field emission electron microscope, with ultrahigh resolution, at a beam 

energy of 200 kV was the TEM equipment used in this PhD project. All the samples analyzed were 

diluted in water and sonicated for 3 minutes to disperse the SPIONs. One drop of each sample was 

spread on a copper grid with a lacey carbon film, and analyzed when the drop dried. 

Photomicrographs were obtained by bright-field imaging at beam energy of 200 keV. The 

elemental analysis was carried out by energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS). Selected area 

electronic diffraction (SAED) was used to obtain crystal diffraction patterns.  

 

Figure 4.1 Schematic diagram of TEM system 
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4.2 Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) 

Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) analysis of solid samples as SPIONs can 

be understand as the emitted radiation from an IR source that passes through an interferometer 

composed of a beam splitter, a fixed mirror, and a moving mirror. The interferometer measures 

the wavelength of emitted light via interference patterns that help to increase precision. IR 

spectrum are obtained by applying IR radiation to a sample and measuring the intensity of the 

passing radiation at a specific wavenumber, (Faghihzadeh F, et al., 2016) (See Figure 3.2). 

 

 

Figure 4.2 Schematic diagram of the IR spectroscopy 

 

The number of scans can be adjusted based on the quality requirement for the sample 

analysis. IR radiation of certain molecular group can be detected at a specific wavenumber. 

The x axis of the spectrum represents the wavenumber while the y axis represents absorbance or 

transmittance (Faghihzadeh F, et al., 2016). 

In this project the IR spectra were obtained, in the range 450-4000 cm-1, using a Bruker 

Alpha spectrometer, at a resolution of 4 cm-1; 64 scans were coadded to improve S/N and Thermo 

Scientific Nicolet 6700 Fouriertransform IR spectrometer, at a resolution of 4 cm-1; 96 co-additions 

were used to increase S/N. The samples were deposited by placing several drops on a diamond 
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plate and silicon substrate, and drying before add the next drop; spectra were obtained after 

depositing three drops. 

4.3 Vibrating sample magnetometry (VSM) 

The Vibrating Sample Magnetometer (VSM) is a magnetic characterization instrument used 

to study the magnetic moments in many materials as metallic nanoparticles in function of applied 

magnetic field and/or temperature. Its use in studies of superconducting materials arises from the 

ability to perform a contactless determination of the critical current density, by measuring the 

magnetic moment, and hence magnetization of the sample. Characterization by vibrating sample 

magnetometer was used to obtain the magnetization vs magnetic field (M vs H) loop at room 

temperature, from H = 0-2 T, with a measurement precision of 1 × 10−6 emu. Measurements were 

determined on a known quantity of sample (Fiorillo F, 2010). Drops of each sample were spread 

onto a 10 mm × 10 mm piece of cleaned glass, and dried, and the weight of each sample  

4.4 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 

X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) also known as Electron Spectroscopy for 

Chemical Analysis (ESCA) is a surface characterization analysis technique that uses soft x-rays in 

an ultra-high vacuum exiting core and valence electrons within the atoms of a surface to determine 

the chemical compounds and chemical states on a sample. XPS depends on the interactions 

between X-rays and electrons; when the X-ray energy is large enough photoelectrons are ejected 

from the material and their kinetic energies (KE) are measured by the instrument. This excitation 

process is known as the photoelectric effect (See Figure 3.3) 

The ejection of the inner core electron represents an unstable hole in the electronic shell. 

An electron from the valance shell then fills the newly formed hole, causing an Auger electron to 

be emitted from the valance shell to conserve energy. Then, the kinetic energy of the emitted 

electron is directly related to the binding energy of the electron to the atom. 
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Figure 4.3 Absorption of a photon and resultant expulsion of a 1s level photoelectron 

 

The differences in chemical elements within the near surface region are identified on the 

basis of their binding energy (BE), which is measured relative to the Fermi level (EFermi) of the 

individual atoms. To determine the binding energies, we first need to collect the kinetic energies 

of the electrons, once the detector collects the data, we can calculate the binding energies of the 

electrons if we know the wavelength of the incident x-rays, the KE and BE of the photoelectron 

are related via the following equations: 

 

BE = hν – KE – ф spectrometer    (Eq. 1) 

          ν =  c / λ                       (Eq. 2) 

(KE) is the kinetic energy of the emitted electron and (BE) the binding energy of thatparticular 

electron to the atom. The frequency of the incident x-ray (ν) is related to the wavelength (λ) of the 

x-ray and the speed of light (c), lastly, фspectrometer is a correction factor that is unique to the 

spectrometer (Grant J.T and Briggs, 2003; Seah M.P and Briggs D, 1992). 

The data collected are the kinetic energies of the electrons. This is because the kinetic 

energy of the electron is related to the energy of the incident x-ray. Since not all systems will have 

the same incident x-ray energy, it is not as convenient to compare kinetic energies. Binding 

energies, however, are unique to the element and not the system. Since the energy of the incident 

x-ray will be known for the system, the binding energies can easily be found and the data can be 
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transferred onto a binding energy scale. This will also make it more convenient when comparing 

data from different XPS systems (Grant J.T and Briggs, 2003). 

The emitted electrons penetrate only 1-10 nm without interaction and energy loss, allowing 

for surface specific analysis. As an atom absorbs the x-rays the energy of the x-ray will cause an 

electron ejected (See Figure 2.3). The ejected electron has a kinetic energy (KE) that is related to 

the energy of the incident beam (hν), the electron binging energy (BE) and the work function of 

the spectrometer (Grant J.T and Briggs D, 2003; Seah M.P and Briggs D, 1992). In order for the 

resultant photoelectrons to be detected they first must escape from the surface without interacting 

with overlaying atoms; which may lead to loss of KE (inelastic scattering). The probability that a 

photoelectron will reach the surface without losing any of its KE can be approximated using the 

equation: 

Id = I0e -d/λ      (Eq. 3)  

Id is the photoelectron intensity originating from atoms at depth d, I0 is the signal emanating from 

the surface atoms, and λ is the electron inelastic mean free path (IMFP). 

The IMFP represents the average distance a photoelectron can travel before undergoing 

inelastic scattering and is dependent on both the material properties (i.e., density) and electron KE. 

If a Gaussian probability distribution is assumed, then 95% of the photoelectrons detected would 

have been produced within a depth of 3λ (Crist B.V, 2004).  

 A phenomenon seen in XPS analysis is the effect of electronegativity. This effect is 

predominantly seen in oxide samples due to the strong electronegative oxygen atoms. The 

electronegative atom attracts electron density in addition to the electron’s host atom. This causes 

the energy needed to emit the electron from the host atom to increase. Since the electron is being 

attracted by both the host atom and electronegative atom, it requires more energy to be emitted. 

Therefore, the binding energy for the host atoms is shifted to a slightly higher energy.  Lastly, an 

important aspect of XPS is determining the composition of the sample. This can be determined 

from the electron binding energy peaks. The area under the binding energy curve is proportional to 

the number of atoms that emit the electrons at that binding energy. Therefore, if we take the ratio 

of the area under the binding energy curve for each element, we can determine the composition of 

the samples surface (Crist B.V, 2004, Watts J.F and Wolstenholme J, 2003). However, a sensitivity 

factor must be introduced for each element in this ratio. All XPS systems have different sensitivity 
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factors, making it difficult to obtain a precise composition without knowing the exact sensitivity 

factors. In this project XPS was performed with a VG ESCALAB 3 MK II (Thermo VG Scientific). 

VG ESCALAB 3 MK II is equipped with a non-monochromatic Al Kα X-ray source having 

wavelength of 8.3386 Å which corresponds to a phonon energy of 1486.7 eV and Mg Kα X-ray 

source having wavelength of 9.89 Å which corresponds to a phonon energy of 1253.6 eV. All the 

measurements in this project used non-monochromated Mg Kα X-rays (hν = 1253.6 eV). The 

instrument resolution was 0.7 eV, and a perpendicular take-off angle was used. The analysis 

chamber pressure was < 10-9 torr. After Shirley background removal, the component peaks were 

separated by the VG Avantage software. To account for this during analysis, we calibrate the data 

by setting the C1s C-C peak, to 285 eV. FWHM values were those previously established in our 

laboratory. The depths probed by this technique, for elements of present interest, range from 3-5 

nm and, with proper peak intensity sensitivity factors, the relative atomic percentages determined 

are highly quantitative (± 5%). 

4.5 Time of flight secondary ion mass spectrometry (ToF SIMS) 

Time of Flight Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (ToF SIMS) is another surface 

characterization technique that is extremely sensitive and uses a variety of pulsed ion beams as 

excitation sources to remove molecules from the outermost surface layer. The high energy primary 

beam is typically between 1 and 25 keV. These can be monoatomic, e.g., Ga+, Cs+, and Xe+ (Grams 

J, 2007; Appelhans A.D and Delmore J.E, 1989). In order to minimize scattering, a pressure of at 

least 10-5 Torr is required (Briggs D, 1998). The energy from the primary ion beam is transferred 

to the surface layer of a sample with sufficient energy to disrupt inter-atomic attraction and covalent 

bonds, resulting in a collision cascade (Briggs D, et al., 1989), which can knock out non-volatile 

secondary ions, molecular ion fragments and neutral atoms that are accelerated in to a Time of 

Flight (ToF) mass analyzer called a “flight tube”  by a constant electric field; the velocity at which 

the ions travel through the analyzer is dependent on their mass to charge ratio. Approximately 1% 

of material sputtered from a sample surface is charged (Briggs D, 1998). These ions are drawn into 

the time-of-flight analyzer for mass analysis by applying an extraction voltage to the bottom of the 

tube and keeping the sample at earth (Grams J, 2007). An accelerating voltage of 3 keV is applied 

to the ions as they enter the field free region of the flight tube. Therefore, ions enter this tube with 
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velocities (v) according to their mass (m) as shown in the following equation, where KE is the 

kinetic energy of the ion: 

KE = ½ mV2      (Eq. 4) 

As the ions pass through the time of flight tube they are separated as the lower mass (m) 

ions have higher velocities (V). At the top of the flight tube a reflectron (ion mirror) is employed 

to compensate for any secondary ion energy distribution which occurs when ions with the exact 

same mass arrive at the detector at different times. The reflectron is designed to compensate for 

differences in velocity and path length by applying an increasing potential in an ion mirror located 

at the top of the reflectron, prior to the ions reaching the multi-channel plate (MCP). The MCP 

detects the end of the ion trajectory; using known hydrocarbon fragments or small atoms, the 

resulting time spectrum can be calibrated to a mass spectrum. This is achieved by computer 

software calculating a constant mass proportionality between the arrival time of two masses used 

for calibration and then using linear regression with further calibration masses to reduce chromatic 

aberration effects from the reflectron. Time resolution is absolutely key as the accuracy of the 

system and its detector determine both mass scale exactness and mass resolution (Briggs D and 

Seah M, 1992) (See Figure 3.4).  

 

Figure 4.4 Sketch of the functional principle of a ToF-SIMS instrument 

The detection limit of ToF SIMS is much lower than that of XPS and is on the order of ppm 

and ppb and typically the analysis areas using ToF SIMS range in size from 500 µm x 500 µm to 

50 µm x 50 µm. Unlike XPS, SIMS is able to detect all elements in the periodic table and thus the 

location of H within an oxide film can be examined. The destructive nature of SIMS allows for in-
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depth profiles of the surface to be collected, and when used in conjunction with XPS, a detailed 

distribution of the oxide/hydroxide phases within a surface can be obtained (Vickerman J.C 

and Briggs, 2013).  

ToF-SIMS is a highly sensitive technique, capable of detecting fractions of a monolayer or 

sub-ppm elemental concentration at a surface (Passchier C.W and Trouw R.A.J 2005). It offers 

certain advantages over other techniques in terms of chemical specificity and surface sensitivity. 

These advantages include its excellent chemical sensitivity, the ability to distinguish between two 

isotopes of the same element and the ability to obtain information on chemical bonding at the 

surface by analyzing molecular ions (O’Connor D.J et al., 2003); what is really interesting to be 

able to verify the existence of the covalent S-NO link, which is be the main goal of the experiment 

in this thesis. TOF-SIMS was carried out on an ION-TOF TOF-SIMS IV mass spectrometer, using 

a mono-isotopic Bi+ beam, generated by a liquid metal gun mounted on the instrument. The beam 

current was 1.5 pA. Positive and negative ion spectra were calibrated using H+, C+, CxHy
+ (x = 1-

5 and y = 1-12) and H−, C−, CxHy
 − (x = 1-5 and y = 1-12) peaks. The depths probed by this technique 

range from 1-1.5 nm but the peak intensities are qualitative. 
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5.1 Graphical abstract 

 

 

 5.2 Highlights 

- Detailed surface characteri5.3zations of core-shell superparamagnetic magnetite 

nanoparticles to probe the chemistry of the surface, predict future functionalization for 

drug delivery, and understand batch-to-batch repeatability, protein corona formation 

and cytotoxicity effects 
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- Comparison of product reproducibility and washing effect by dialysis on surfaces  

- Batch-to-batch variation of surface chemistry is found in all the samples 

5.3 Abstract 

The characterization of synthetic superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticle (SPION) 

surfaces prior to functionalization is an essential step in the prediction of their successful 

functionalization, and in uncovering issues that may influence their selection as magnetically 

targeted drug delivery vehicles (prodrugs). Here, three differently functionalized magnetite 

(Fe3O4) SPIONs are considered. All were identically prepared by the alkaline coprecipitation 

of Fe2+and Fe3+salts. We use X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, electron microscopy, time-

of-flight SIMS, FTIR spectroscopy and magnetic measurements to characterizetheir chemical, 

morphological and magnetic properties, in order to aid in determining how their surfacesdiffer 

from those prepared by Fe (CO)5 decomposition, which we have already studied, and in 

assessing their potential use as drug delivery carriers. 

Key words: Drug delivery; magnetite; superparamagnetic nanoparticles; surface analysis; surface 

reproducibility; washing effect. 

5.4 Introduction 

Advances in the technology of nanoparticles used in drug delivery applications herald a 

promising future for their use in medicine. Currently many research teams are investigating 

targeted drug delivery for the treatment of cancers, (Davydov et al., 2014) and pulmonary, (Pham 

et al., 2015) cardiovascular (Rao et al., 2014) and infectious diseases, (Davydov et al., 2014; 

Pham et al., 2015; Rao et al., 2014; Mbeh et al., 2012) among others. Our group, for example, is 

interested in nanocarriers that act against bacteria and are capable of preventing biofilm 

formation on implant surfaces, because nosocomial infections represent a huge health problem 

around the world: just in Canada, a quarter of a mil-lion cases of associated infections are 

reported annually. This fact results in 8500–12,000 deaths, and the rate is rising (Healthcare - 

associated Infections, 2009). Infections caused by Staphylococcus epidermidis and 

Staphylococcus aureus are the most common, and are present in 70–90% of reported cases of 

implant-related infections (Dickinson and Bisno., 1989). Our approach to the prevention of the 
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bacterial adhesion is to develop functional coatings that are capable of destroying adhering 

bacteria (Nablo et al., 2005). Antibiotics, (Trampuz and Widmerm, 2001; Wilcox et al., 2001) 

silver ions (Yamanaka et al., 2005) and nitric oxide (NO), (Nablo et al., 2005) among others, 

have all shown antibacterial proper-ties, reducing the amount of bacterial adhesion. Various 

vehicles have been proposed for use as prodrugs; these include nanoparticles, (Franc¸ a et al., 

2013; Zhang et al., 2012) micelles (Zhang et al., 2012) and polymers (Franc¸ a et al., 2013; Zhang 

et al.,2012). We propose to use functionalized SPIONs to target the infected site. SPIONs are 

considered to be excellent candidates for drug delivery, (Franc¸ a et al., 2013) since they can be 

directed in vivo to the specific target sites using external magnetic fields, when their diameters 

are smaller than 100 nm (Frankel et al., 1997; Felfoulet al., 2010; Brosseau et al., 2003).  

On attaining the target, they function as advanced medical tools. As examples, they may be used 

as prodrugs, (Franc¸ a et al., 2013;Zhang et al., 2012; Felfoul et al., 2010; Afkhami et al., 2011) 

as contrast agents, (Felfoul et al., 2010; Afkhami et al., 2011) in hyperthermia (Felfoul et al., 

2010; Afkhami et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2012) and in cancer treatment (Afkhami et al., 2011; Liu 

et al., 2012;Sawant et al., 2009). They possess low cytotoxicity and high bio-compatibility, 

(Mbeh et al., 2012) and have been accepted by the United States Food and Drug Administration 

(FDA), both as pro-drugs and for clinical MRI applications (Gupta and Wells, 2004; Tassa et al., 

2011). In vivo, SPIONs are converted to ferric ions, which are assimilated into the biological 

iron storage pool, as erythrocytes, indicating their acceptable use in humans (Li and Chen, 

2011).In a previous paper, we considered SPIONs manufactured by the thermal decomposition 

of Fe(CO)5, whose mechanism is obscure: the nominally zero-valent Fe must oxidize to Fe2+ and 

Fe3+, in the correct 1:2 ratio, before obtaining O, and forming Fe3O4 SPIONs. Their surfaces were 

found to be heavily contaminated during fabrication, (Franca et al., 2013) and they were found 

to have batch-to-batch variations of the surface chemistry, extensive enough to remove them 

from consideration as prodrugs. In fact, the general reproducibility of nanoparticle surface 

chemistry may presently be unfeasible. This presents a serious challenge for new biomedical 

applications, with their safety related issues (protein corona formation, and the resultant bio and 

hemocompatibilities) that depend on the control of the chemical and physical properties of the 

surfaces. In the present paper, we characterize SPIONs made in a more conventional manner: the 

alkaline coprecipitation of Fe2+ and Fe3+, in the correct 1:2 ratio; the precipitate loses water and 

forms Fe3O4 on annealing. SPIONs fabricated in this manner have been the subjects of several 
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recent papers (Forge et al., 2008; Bridot et al., 2013). It is our purpose to thoroughly characterize 

them, to determine to what extent their surfaces differ from those made by the thermal 

decomposition of Fe (CO)5, which we previously studied, (Franca et al., 2013) to what extent 

their synthesis is reproducible, and, through this, if they can be considered as potential candidates 

for use as prodrugs to target the infected sites. 

5.5  Materials and methods  

5.5.1 Synthesis 

5.5.1.1 Bare SPIONs 

Bare SPIONs were synthesized by the alkaline coprecipitation of iron salts in diethylene 

glycol (DEG), according to a published protocol. (Forge et al. 2008, Bridot et al. 2013) Briefly, a 

mixture of FeCl2.4H2O (45 mmol; 8.9 g) and FeCl3 (45% solution; 37 mmol; 9.1 ml) in DEG (250 

ml) was heated under N2 at 170°C, with stirring.  After 15 min, solid NaOH (15 g) was added. 

After stirring for 1 h at 170°C, the solution was cooled and the magnetic particles were isolated by 

magnetic decantation (B0 = 0. 5 T). The black precipitate was washed five times with aqueous 

HNO3 (200 ml, 1 M) and the SPIONs were dispersed in deionized water, sonicated (45 min), and 

centrifuged (16, 500 G; 45 min) to remove aggregates (eq. (1)). 

           (1)                                                                                                    

 

5.5.1.2 Positive SPIONs 

           TPED [N-[3-(trimethoxysilyl)propyl] ethylenediamine] (50 mmol; 10.8 ml) was slowly 

added to an aqueous suspension of bare SPIONs (200 ml; [Fe] = 25 mM) at 50°C and the mixture 

was  heated at reflux for 2 h. On cooling, the suspension was purified by 

membrane filtration (membrane cut-off: 30 kDa), and centrifuged (16, 500 g; 45 min). 

 

2Fe
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+ Fe
2+ 

+ 8OH
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      Fe

3
O

4
 + 4H

2
O            

(eq. 1) 
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5.5.1.3 Negative SPIONs 

Bare SPIONs were treated with TEPSA [3-(triethoxysilyl) propyl succinic anhydride] in 

organic medium, as previously described. (Bridot et al. 2013, Stanicki et al. 2014) Briefly, TEPSA 

(25 mmol; 7.1 ml) was slowly added to a suspension of SPIONs in dimethylformamide (50 ml; 

[Fe] = 100 mM). Water was then added (4.3 ml), followed by an aqueous solution of (CH3)4NOH 

(1 M; 2.5 mmol; 2.5 ml) at room temperature while stirring. After heating at 100°C for 24 h under 

continuous stirring, the SPIONs were collected by pouring the suspension into an acetone/diethyl 

ether mixture, followed by magnetic decantation. After washing with acetone, the black precipitate 

was dispersed in water and purified by membrane filtration (membrane cut-off: 30 kDa) before 

centrifuging (16, 500 g; 45 min). 

5.6 Characterizations   

5.6.1 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)  

Photomicrographs were obtained by bright-field imaging, using a JEM-2100F electron 

microscope, at beam energy of 200 keV. The elemental analysis was carried out by energy 

dispersive spectroscopy (EDS). Selected area electronic diffraction (SAED) was used to obtain 

crystal diffraction patterns. All the samples were diluted in water before preparation, and sonicated 

for 3 minutes to disperse the SPIONs. One drop of each sample was spread onto a copper grid and 

covered with a microscope cover glass until dry. 

5.6.2 Vibrating sample magnetometry  

Vibrating sample magnetometry was used to obtain the magnetization vs. magnetic field 

(M vs H) loop at room temperature, from H= 0 - 2 T, with a measurement precision of 1x10-6 emu. 

Measurements were determined on a known quantity of sample. Drops of each sample were spread 

onto a 10 mm x 10 mm piece of cleaned glass, and dried, and the weight of each sample was 

obtained before the measurement.  

5.6.3  Transmission ir spectroscopy 

Transmission IR spectra were obtained, in the range 400 - 4000 cm-1, using a Thermo 

Scientific Nicolet 6700 Fourier transform IR spectrometer, at a resolution of 4 cm-1; 96 co-
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additions were used to increase S/N. The samples were deposited by placing a drop on a diamond 

plate, and drying before adding the next drop; spectra were obtained after depositing three drops. 

5.6.4 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was performed with a VG ESCALAB 3 MK 

II (Thermo VG Scientific), using non-monochromated Al Kα X-rays (hν = 1486.6 eV) at an 

instrument resolution of 0.85 eV and a perpendicular take-off angle. The analysis 

chamber pressure was < 10-9 torr. Following Shirley background removal, the component peaks 

were separated by the VG Avantage software. The energy was calibrated by setting the C1s C-C 

peaks of all but the negative SPIONs to 285 eV; the energy of the negative SPIONs was calibrated 

by setting the more prominent C-Si peak to 284.1 eV. FWHM values were those previously 

established in our laboratory. Drops were deposited onto highly oriented pyrolytic graphite 

(HOPG) and permitted to dry.  

5.6.5 Time-of-flight SIMS 

ToF-SIMS was carried out on an ION-TOF TOF-SIMS IV mass spectrometer, with 

a mono-isotopic Bi+ beam, generated by a liquid metal gun mounted on the instrument. The beam 

current was 1.5 pA. Drops of the samples were deposited onto a silicon substrate, covering an area 

greater than 2 mm x 2 mm, and permitted to dry. Positive ion spectra were calibrated using H+, 

H2
+, and CxHy

+ peaks, and negative ion spectra used C−, CH−, C2
−, C2H

−, C3
− and C3H

− peaks. 

5.7 Results 

5.7.1 TEM (Size distribution and morphology) 

ToF-SIMS photomicrographs are found in Fig. 1, all SPIONs (Figure 5.1a-c) had well-

defined shapes; their selected area electron diffraction patterns correspond to Fe3O4.The size 

distributions can be observed in the histograms (Figure 5.2), where the average diameters of bare, 

positive and negative SPIONs (Figure 5.2a-c) are 9.2  1.3, 9.7  1.8 and 9.9  1.1 nm, respectively.  
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Figure 5.1 TEM images of: (a) bare SPIONs (b) positive SPIONs and (c) negative SPIONs 

 

 

Figure 5.2 Size distributions of: (a) bare, (b) positive and (c) negative SPIONs 

 

5.7.2 VSM 

Figure 5.3 contains the magnetization curves of the samples at room temperature. The 

absence of hysteresis loops confirms that the three SPIONs have superparamagnetic behavior. The 

saturation magnetization (Ms) values were 27 emu/g for the bare SPIONs, 28 emu/g for the positive 

SPIONs and 24 emu/g for the negative SPIONs, all at ~ 10 000 Oe. 
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Figure 5.3 Magnetization curves of SPIONs 

 

5.7.3  XPS 

In this section, the results of two batches of SPIONs are presented. A second batch was 

characterized because (1) the analysis of the first batch showed the presence of surfaces 

contaminantes and (2) we wished to determine whether there were batch-to-batch inconsistencies. 

SPION survey spectra, seen in the upper row of Figure 5.4 (first batch) and Fig. 5 (second 

batch), revealed the presence of carbon, oxygen, iron, nitrogen and silicon. For pure Fe3O4, the 

chemical distribution of Fe ions would correspond to 1:1:1 FeII octahedral: FeIII octahedral: FeIII 

tetrahedral. (Poulin et al.2010) In the spectra of all the SPIONs in Figure 5.4 and 5.5, it is clear that 

none of the FeII octahedral (~ 709.6 eV): FeIII octahedral (~ 710.2-711.7 eV): FeIII tetrahedral (~ 

712.9-713.7 eV) peaks of the SPIONs correspond to this ratio, probably due to incomplete surface 

oxidation, as well as chemical modifications that occurred during manufacture and 

functionalization. 
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Figure 5.4 High resolution XPS spectra of bare, positive and negative SPIONs (first batch) 
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Figure 5.5 High resolution XPS spectra of positive, negative and bare SPIONs (second batch) 
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5.7.3.1 Bare SPIONs 

The spectra of the bare SPIONs, in Figure 5.4 and 5.5, contain several contaminant peaks, 

such as oxidized C and NO3
-, present even before functionalization. While peak attributions are 

found in Table 5.1, some peaks could not be attributed with certainty, due to contaminant 

interference, SPION catalysis and peak overlap. 

 

Table 5.1 Summary of XPS deconvolution of SPIONs from the first and second batches 

 

 

5.7.3.2 Positive SPIONs 

The pKas of amines lie near 9, so that, in water (pH = 7), they are protonated (-NH3
+) and, 

thus, positively charged. The deposition of aminosilanes, such as the TPED used here, is self-

catalyzed (Kaas et al.1971) and, on deposition onto flat plates, results in surface layers several nm 

thick. However, HRTEM photomicrographs of all the SPIONs (Figure 5.6) show the absence of 
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such a layer, as does the absence of C1s peak components attributable to C-Si and C-N. Despite 

this, the presence of N1s and Si2p spectra indicates that at least some aminosilane molecules were 

deposited, probably as a monolayer or less. This lack of an expected silane layer is surely due to 

the fact that the Fe3O4 SPION is itself, a catalyst (Agnihotri et al. 2013) of certain reactions and, as 

the XPS component peaks in Table 1 indicate, is capable of causing unexpected reactions, such as 

the C and N oxidations and Si fragmentation, previously reported by us. (França et al. 2013, 

Zhang et al. 2012) 

 

 

Figure 5.6 HRTEM photomicrographs of (a) positive, (b) negative and (c) bare SPIONs. Each 

sample lacks a visible surface coating 

 

5.7.3.3 Negative SPIONs 

The pKas of carboxylic acids, obtained when the anhydride of the presently used TEPSA is 

hydrolyzed, lie near 4, so that, in water, they are ionized (-COO-), and, thus, negatively charged. 

As noted earlier, HRTEM photomicrographs indicate the absence of a noticeable surface layer 

(Figure 5.6), although this may be due, in part, to the omission of a deposition catalyst. (Kaasand 

Kardos, 1971) The presence of a Si2p spectrum and the subdued presence of the C1s carboxylic 

acid component indicate that only some anhydride was deposited, as previously found, (Stanicki et 

al. 2014) again as a monolayer or less. The unexpected presence of the various N1s components 

indicates contamination, probably by the HNO3 used in the sample preparation. The peak 

attributions are found in Table 5.1. 
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In an effort to understand the presence of impurities on the surface, particularly as to which 

can affect the functionalization of the nanoparticles as prodrugs, and whether they can be removed 

by washing, we carried out a study of the surfaces of the nanoparticles from the second batch, 

subsequent to dialysis (Mireles et al, 2016). As seen in Table 1 of the accompanying Data in Brief 

(article 2), while some contaminants can, indeed, be removed by washing, the washing process 

introduces others. 

 

5.7.4 FTIR spectroscopy 

Figure 5.7 shows the IR spectra of the three SPIONs. The bands and their attributions are 

found in Table 5.2, and corroborate the species found by XPS. The presence of oxidized N is 

attributed to the trace of HNO3, as well as to oxidized amine (positive SPIONs). The presence of 

silica demonstrates the attachment of silane chains to the surface (positive and negative), only a 

monolayer or less, as already noted. In confirmation, the sizes of all the types of SPIONs are, within 

experimental error, identical. 

 

Figure 5.7. IR spectra of bare, positive and negative SPIONs 
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Table 5.2 Attribution of FTIR peaks from the first batch 

 

 

5.7.5 TOF-SIMS  

TOF-SIMS spectra of the SPIONs, in Figure 5.8, confirm the presence of amine groups in 

positive SPIONs. Na+ appears in positive spectra, with elevated peak intensity, because Na+ has a 

very large ion yield but a low XPS sensitivity, where it is far more difficult to see. While the C1s 

spectrum of the negative SPIONs was anticipated to be rich in carboxylic acid groups, the intensity 

found was very low, again supporting the XPS results. 

Although it is important to note that TOF-SIMS is not quantitative, a comparison of the 

high resolution amine peaks in positive SIMS (Figure 5.9a) and the carboxylic acid peaks in 

negative SIMs (Figure 5.9b) show that all three types of SPIONs contain both amine and carboxylic 

acid groups. While the positive SPIONs have the most intense amine peak, both positive and bare 

SPIONs have more intense carboxylic acid peaks than the negative SPIONs. A summary of the 

principal peaks is found in Table 5.3.  
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Figure 5.8 Positive and negative SIMS spectra of ((a) and (b)) bare, ((c) and (d)) positive and 

((e) and (f)) negative SPIONs 

 

 

Table 5.3 Masses and attributions of the fragments found in SPIONs from the first batch 
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Figure 5.9 High resolution SIMS comparisons of (a) NH2 peaks (M: 16.01), (b) COOH peaks 

(M: 44.99), of the SPIONs 

 

5.8 Discussion 

Surface analysis plays an extremely important research role as a fundamental technique in 

characterizing functionalized SPIONs proposed as drug delivery vehicles. This is because low 

resolution techniques (e.g., FTIR), cannot satisfactorily confirm that functionalization has 

occurred, as opposed to the high-resolution techniques used in the present paper. 

As mentioned earlier, our goal is the characterization of the surface functionalization of 

SPIONs produced by alkaline coprecipitation, and its reproducibility. In contrast, results found in 

the literature often lack surface analytical characterizations that confirm the attachment of drugs 

onto ostensibly functionalized nanoparticles. Further, a lack of reproducibility in nanomaterial 

fabrication creates a worrisome situation for the research community, as well as for companies that 

produce and develop products and processes, destined for use in the human body, that use them. 

One crux of the problem is surely a lack of standards and techniques for surface characterization, 

and their use in quantifying reproducibility.  
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5.8.1 Surface characterization 

Our SPIONs showed relatively uniform sizes around 10 nm (Figure 5.1 and 5.2), and 

spherical shapes (Figure 5.1). The increases in average sizes of our positive and negative SPIONs, 

compared to our bare SPIONs, are around 0.5 and 0.7 nm, respectively (Figure 5.6). These results 

are comparable with hydrodynamic diameters of 9.3  1.4 nm for bare SPIONs, 10.1  1.3 nm for 

positive SPIONs and 10.4  1.6 nm for negative SPIONs, previously published by us (Mbeh DA et 

al. 2015); both techniques confirm the essentially identical sizes of our SPIONs, and their small 

size differences; since both of the silanes used have lengths of > 1 nm, this implies possible silane 

fragmentation 11 on deposition, and/or only partial functionalization, too low for self-assembly. 

The XRD patterns of our SPIONs (Figure 5.1) indicate magnetite cores. Their magnetic 

properties (Figure 5.3) indicate reasonably high magnetization (around 26 emu/g), and the absence 

of a hysteresis loop confirms them to be SPIONs.  

The presence of -NH2 and -COOH were confirmed by our XPS (Table 5.1), FTIR (Table 

5.2) and TOF-SIMS (Table 5.3) results. These three techniques also showed traces of residual 

contaminants, as well as cross-contamination; since precautions were taken to avoid cross-

contamination, its presence appears to be unavoidable and can affect the chemical surface analysis, 

as seen in the XPS attributions in Tables 1 and in the accompanying second article in Data in Brief 

(Mireles et.al., 2016). Examples of contamination abound, such as both positive and bare SPIONs 

containing amine groups, and negative SPIONs being the least rich in carboxylic acid groups.  

Our previous studies (França et al. 2013) on SPIONs manufactured by the thermal 

decomposition of Fe (CO)5 showed the same characteristics found in the present case: batch-to-

batch differences in Tables 5.1 and 5.2, and in the accompanying Data in Brief (Mireles et.al., 

2016), hydrocarbon-contaminated surfaces, the absence of a silane layer (although a silane layer 

may be deposited over a silica layer from the alkaline decomposition of TEOS), amine oxidation 

and silane fragmentation. The absence of a substantial silane layer deposited onto the bare SPIONs 

has been found by others using other fabrication schemes, (França et al. 2013, Agnihotri et al. 

2013, Boon et al. 2014) making it improbable that this is due to our manufacturing process. Zeta 

potential measurements, for the SPIONs considered here, were determined previously (Mbeh DA 

et al. 2015) in water, PBS and culture media containing fetal bovine serum; they were found to 

have potentials of -25 mV for bare SPIONs, +35 mV for positive SPIONs and -40 mV for negative 
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SPIONs. The negative potential of the bare SPIONs supports our contention of unavoidable 

contamination during synthesis, and such contamination can be persistent even after dialysis 

(Mireles et. al., 2016), as our results demonstrate. 

 

5.9 Conclusions 

The surfaces of our SPIONs are only weakly functionalized by direct reaction with silanes, 

probably due to the catalytic effect of the magnetite core. Further, their manufacture appears to 

involve unavoidable contamination that can cause problems impacting biomedical applications. In 

this context, the determination of the presence of contaminants produced by the various 

manufacturing processes, and the extent of reproducibility are important in monitoring SPION 

purity and eventual use as prodrugs for use in the human body. Finally, based on the unavoidable 

presence of unexpected chemical groups, it may well be that bare SPIONs, when PEGylated with 

functionalized PEGs, offer the best opportunity as prodrugs because of the ability to control 

reproducibility. 
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6.1 Abstract 

Much recent research on nanoparticles has occurred in the biomedical area, particularly in 

the area of superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (SPIONs); one such area of research is in 

their use as magnetically directed prodrugs. It has been reported that nanoscale materials exhibit 

properties different from those of materials in bulk or on a macro scale (Vaseashta, 2015). Further, 

an understanding of the batch-to-batch reproducibility and uniformity of the SPION surface is 

essential to ensure safe biological applications, as noted in the accompanying article (Mireles et. 

al., 2015), because the surface is the first layer that affects the biological response of the human 

body. Here, we consider a comparison of the surface chemistries of a batch of SPIONs, before and 

after the supposedly gentle process of dialysis in water. 
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 6.2 Specifications table  

Table 6.1 Specifications 

Subject area Chemistry, Physics, Biology 

More specific subject area Surface characterization 

Type of data Table, figure 

How data was acquired X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was performed with a VG ESCALAB 
3 MK II (Thermo VG Scientific), using non-monochromated Al Kα X-rays (hν 
= 1486.6 eV), at an instrument resolution of 0.85 eV and a perpendicular 
take-off angle. The analysis chamber pressure was < 10-9 torr. Following 
Shirley background removal, the component peaks were separated by the 
VG Avantage software.  

Data format Analyzed, etc. 

Experimental factors The energy was calibrated by setting the C1s C-C peaks of all but the 
negative SPIONs to 285 eV; the energy of the negative SPIONs was 
calibrated by setting the more prominent C-Si peak to 284.5 eV. FWHM 
values were those previously established in our laboratory.  

Experimental features Drops were deposited onto highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) and 
permitted to dry 

Data source location École Polytechnique, Montréal, QC, Canada.  

Data accessibility Data are available with this article 

 

6.3 Value of the data  

 Demonstration that the symmetric peak analysis of XPS data can characterize the surface 

chemistry of SPIONs, and their modifications. 

 Demonstration of batch-to-batch variations in SPION surface chemistry.  

 Demonstration that the water dialysis of SPIONs causes changes in SPION surface 

chemistry. 
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6.4 Data 

SPIONs, treated with both aminosilane and carboxylic acid silane, were dialyzed to remove 

con- taminants. This apparently mild process was found to modify the SPION surface chemistry. 

See Table 1 on "A comparative physicochemical, morphological and magnetic study of silane- 

functionalized superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles prepared by alkaline coprecipitation" 

(L.K. Mireles et.al., 2015). 

 

6.5 Experimental design, materials and methods 

Using a membrane with a 14 kD cutoff, the three SPIONs were each dialyzed for three 

days, with deionized water being changed several times a day. The peak comparisons of the XPS 

spectra, before (Figure 6.1) and after (Figure 6.2) dialysis, are found in Table 6.2 on "A 

comparative physicochemical, morphological and magnetic study of silane-functionalized 

superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles prepared by alkaline coprecipitation" (L.K. Mireles 

et.al., 2015), which demonstrates the continued presence of impurities, despite the efforts made to 

clean the apparatus used, as well as the occurrence of unexpected reactions. These results indicate 

other sources of batch-to-batch inconsistencies in the manufacture of SPIONs, as we recently noted 

(L.K. Mireles et.al., 2015, R. Franca et.al, 2013). Such inconsistencies become important because 

they determine whether, and to what extent, the surface can be functionalized for use in the human 

body. The surprising new peaks that appear on dialysis suggest that even this process may provoke 

some reactions (recall that Fe3O4 SPIONs are catalysts (A.Z. Moshfegh, et.al, 2009)). In summary, 

we have used XPS to characterize the surface chemistry of SPIONs destined for use as prodrugs. 

The unexpected appearance and disappearance of component peaks demonstrates the apparently 

unavoidable batch-to-batch differences found on the nanoscale, as well as the usefulness of the 

XPS technique in determining them. This information is needed even before hemo and 

cytotoxicological testing occurs, and demonstrates the serious challenges facing manufacturers of 

prodrugs 
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Figure 6.1 High resolution XPS spectra of positive, negative and bare SPIONs, second batch, 

before dialysis 
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Figure 6.2 High resolution XPS spectra of positive, negative and bare SPIONs, second batch, 

after dialysis 
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Table 6.2 Summary of XPS spectral deconvolutions of SPIONs, second batch, before and after 

dialysis 
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7.1 Graphical abstract 
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7.2 Highlights 

1.      Successful PEGdithiol and DMSA coating around superparamagnetic iron oxide 

nanoparticles (SPIONs), leading to free thiol groups at the SPION surface. 

2.      NO functionalization of the free thiol groups, under O2 atmosphere, leads to SNO. 

3.      NO functionalization of the free thiol groups, under N2 atmosphere, leads to unexpected 

oxidation. 

 

7.3 Abstract 

We demonstrate the successful functionalization of magnetite (Fe3O4) nanoparticles, using 

PEGdithiol and dimercaptosuccinic acid (DMSA). Following functionalization, TEM images show 

increased sizes, due to the presence of well-defined polymeric coatings. On subsequent nitrosation, 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectroscopy 

(TOF-SIMS) show the presence of S-NO bonds. 

Key words: Mercaptonitrosation, SPION, surface analysis. 

 

 7.4 Introduction  

Nitric oxide (NO) is a diatomic free radical and endogenous antimicrobial agent, active in 

many physiological processes. In the human body, it is produced by macrophages, prompted by 

the immune response to bacterial infection (MacMicking J, Xie QW, Nathan C, 1997). In 1983, 

Mancinelli et al. (Mancinelli RL, McKay CP, 1983) demonstrated its antimicrobial efficacy, 

destroying colonies of bacteria. Recently, several investigations focused on NO as an effective 

endogenous molecule against pathogens, due to its antibacterial properties (Howlin RP, et al., 2017; 

Friedman A, Friedman , 2009).  

At low concentrations, NO acts as a potent nitrosating agent that promotes the growth and 

activity of immune cells; at higher concentrations, it alters DNA replication, and regulates protein 

and cell function, thus inhibiting or killing target pathogens (Friedman A, Friedman J, 2009, Gow 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=MacMicking%20J%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=9143691
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AJ, Farkouh CR, et al., 2004). The bacteriostatic and bactericidal properties of NO, and its platelet 

activation, wound healing and host defense against infections (Nablo BJ, Prichard HL, 2005; 

Trampuz A, Widmerm AF, 2001; Wilcox M, Kite P, Mills K, Sugden S, 2001), suggest that, 

incorporated as an antimicrobial agent into biomaterials, it would inhibit bacterial growth and, 

therefore, avoid common infections, such as those induced by S. aureus, E. coli and others 

commonly found at hospitals (Jardeleza C, Thierry B, 2015; Laverty G, Gorman SP, Gilmore BF; 

2014; Privett BJ, Broadnax AD, 2012). Our ultimate aim is to develop a NO nanodelivery system 

against biofilms on implant surfaces, based on superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles 

(SPIONs).  

Inorganic nanoparticles have been studied as vehicles for the controlled delivery of drugs 

such as NO (Saraiva J, Marotta-Oliveira SS, et al., 2011; Zhang X, Mansouri S, Mbeh DA, et al., 

2012). Several of these NO-containing nanoparticle platforms have been synthesized and used 

specifically for antibiofilm applications, highlighting the feasibility and importance of developing 

these technologies to prevent contamination of prosthetic devices (Worley BV, Schilly KM, 

Schoenfisch MH, 2015; Friedman AJ, Han G, et al., 2008). 

Currently, the use of SPIONs in the biomedical field is increasing because, when used as 

nanocarriers, they can be guided to the specific target sites, in vivo, by external magnetic fields 

(Afkhami F, Taherkhani S, et al., 2011; Liu R-t, Liu J, et al., 2012). They possess low cytotoxicity   

(Mbeh DA, França R, et al., 2012) and high biocompatibility (Mbeh DA, Mireles LK, et al., 2015), 

and have been approved, by the United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA), as prodrugs 

for clinical MRI applications (Gupta AK,Wells S, 2004; Tassa C, Shaw SY, Weissleder R, 2011). 

In vivo, SPIONs are metabolized to ferric ions, which are incorporated into the biological iron 

storage pool, such as erythrocytes, indicating their acceptable use in humans (Li YF, Chen C, 

2011). Here, magnetite nanoparticles were functionalized by coatings of both dimercaptosuccinic 

acid (DMSA) and poly (ethylene glycol) dithiol (PEGdithiol); both coatings formed shells 

containing free thiol (-SH) ligands on the SPION surface, subsequently used as reactive groups for 

nitrosation, forming mercaptonitroso (S-NO) groups for NO release.  

The efficacy of DMSA in drug delivery was previously demonstrated (Mejias R, Perez-

Yague S et al., 2011), as were its minimal cytotoxic effects (Naqvi S, Samim M, et al., 2010). PEG 

has been widely used as a coating material for magnetic nanoparticles; it is easily metabolized, 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=Nablo%20BJ%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=15978663
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=Prichard%20HL%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=15978663
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=Mills%20K%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=11157901
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=Sugden%20S%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=11157901
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1931524415002145#%21
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1931524415002145#%21
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=Afkhami%20F%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=22255868
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=Taherkhani%20S%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=22255868
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Mbeh%20DA%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=22447386
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Fran%C3%A7a%20R%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=22447386
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having nonimmunogenic and nonantigenic properties, and can interact with cell membranes, 

resulting in an enhanced cellular response (Gölander CG, Herron JN, et al., 1992). However, it is 

not biodegradable, and its repeated dosage and accumulation can give rise to accelerated 

blood clearance. Del Puerto et al. (Ruiz A, Morais PC, et al., 2014) and others (Ikeda Y and 

Nagasaki Y, 2011; Wattendorf U and Merkle HP, 2008), note that the use of PEG and DMSA, as 

magnetic nanoparticle coatings, reduces surface charge density, achieves long circulation times 

and maintains hydrodynamic sizes under 100 nm, avoiding agglomeration. 

Here, as in our previous studies of SPION surfaces (Mireles LK, Sacher E, et al., 2016; França 

R, Zhang XF, et al., 2013; Mireles LK, Sacher E, et al., 2016b; Mbeh DA, Mireles LK, et al., 2015), 

we use highly surface-sensitive X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and time-of-flight 

secondary ion mass spectroscopy (TOF-SIMS) to study the NO functionalization of DMSA- and 

PEGdithiol-coated SPIONs, carried out under both nitrogen and oxygen atmospheres, and 

demonstrate the capabilities of these techniques to identify S-NO bond formation.  

 

7.5 Materials and methods  

All experiments were replicated five times. 

 

7.5.1 SPION synthesis 

Bare SPIONs, prepared by alkaline precipitation, as previously described (Bridot JL, 

Stanicki D, et al., 2013), were treated with TEPSA [3-(triethoxysilyl) propyl succinic anhydride] 

in organic medium. Briefly, TEPSA (25 mmol; 7.1 mL) was slowly added to a suspension of 

SPIONs in dimethyl formamide (50 mL; [Fe] = 100 mM). Water was added (4.3 mL), followed by 

an aqueous solution of tetramethylammonium hydroxide (2.5 mL; 1 M = 2.5 mmol) at room 

temperature, under stirring. The solution was heated at 100°C for 24 h under continuous stirring. 

The SPIONs were collected by pouring the suspension into an acetone/diethyl ether mixture, 

followed by magnetic decantation. After washing with acetone, the black precipitate was dispersed 

in water and purified by membrane filtration (membrane cut-off: 30 kDa) before centrifuging 

(16,500 g; 45 minutes). 
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7.5.2 Thiolation 

7.5.2.1 DMSA coating 

One hundred mg of DMSA were dissolved in 5 mL of ethanol and mixed, under magnetic 

stirring at room temperature, with 1 mL of previously prepared SPIONs and 5 mL of milli-q water. 

The reaction time was 24 hours, under either an oxygen or a nitrogen atmosphere; both gases were 

99.99999 % pure.  

 

7.5.2.2 PEGdithiol coating  

Five mg of PEG dithiol (Mn = 1000) were dissolved in 10 mL of milli-q water, using 

magnetic stirring at room temperature, with 1 mL of previously prepared SPIONs and 2 mL of 

milli-q water. The reaction time was 4 hours under either an oxygen or a nitrogen atmosphere.  

 

7.5.3  Nitrosation  

Two mL of 60 mM NaNO2 were added to the thiolated nanoparticles and mixed under 

magnetic stirring, at room temperature, for 3 h under either an oxygen or a nitrogen atmosphere. 

The solutions were centrifugated and filtrated three times, to remove contaminants. 

 

7.6 Physicochemical characterizations   

7.6.1 TEM 

The samples were diluted in water and sonicated for 3 minutes to disperse the SPIONs. One 

drop of each sample was spread on a copper grid with a lacey carbon film, and analyzed on drying. 

The samples were bright-field imaged by transmission electron microscopy (TEM), using a JEM-

2100F field emission electron microscope, with ultrahigh resolution, at a beam energy of 200 kV. 
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7.6.2 FTIR 

FTIR spectra were obtained, in the range 450-4000 cm-1, using a Bruker Alpha 

spectrometer, at a resolution of 4 cm-1; 64 scans were coadded to improve S/N. The samples were 

deposited by placing several drops on a silicon substrate; ATR spectra were obtained using a 

diamond plate. 

 

7.6.3  XPS 

XPS was performed with a VG ESCALAB 3 MK II (Thermo VG Scientific), using non-

monochromated Mg Kα X-rays (hν = 1253.6 eV). The instrument resolution was 0.7 eV, and a 

perpendicular take-off angle was used. The analysis chamber pressure was < 10-9 torr. After Shirley 

background removal, the component peaks were separated by the VG Avantage software. The 

energy was calibrated by setting the C1s C-C peak, to 285 eV. FWHM values were those previously 

established in our laboratory. The depths probed by this technique, for elements of present interest, 

range from 3-5 nm and, with proper peak intensity sensitivity factors, the relative atomic 

percentages determined are highly quantitative (± 5%). 

 

7.6.4  TOF-SIMS 

TOF-SIMS was carried out on an ION-TOF TOF-SIMS IV mass spectrometer, using a 

mono-isotopic Bi+ beam, generated by a liquid metal gun mounted on the instrument. The beam 

current was 1.5 pA. Drops of the samples were deposited onto a silicon substrate, covering an area 

greater than 2 mm x 2 mm, and permitted to dry. Positive and negative ion spectra were calibrated 

using H+, C+, CxHy
+ (x = 1-5 and y = 1-12) and H−, C−, CxHy

 − (x = 1-5 and y = 1-12) peaks. The 

depths probed by this technique range from 1-1.5 nm but the peak intensities are qualitative. 

 

7.7 Results 

7.7.1 Thiolation and nitrosation under an oxygen atmosphere 
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7.7.1.1Transmission electron microscopy 

TEM images of bare SPIONs (Figure 7.1a and 7.2a), ~ 10 nm in diameter, may be compared 

with nanoparticles functionalized with PEGdithiol (SPIONs@PEGdithiol, Figure 7.1b and 7.1c) 

and DMSA (SPIONs@DMSA, Figure 7.2b and 7.2c); the PEGdithiol layer is seen to have an 

average thickness of 2.7 ± 1.3 nm (Figure 7.1e), while that of the DMSA is 3.1 ± 1.7 nm (Figure 

7.2e). In the case of PEGdithiol, the PEG chain is ~ 3x that of the thickness, indicating that the 

chains lie parallel to the SPION surface, as suggested by Figure 7.1c; in the case of DMSA, the 

molecular length is ~ ¼ that of the thickness, indicating chain extension, as suggested by Figure 

7.2c. 

 

Figure 7.1 a) SPIONs, b) a thin PEG layer is visible around the SPIONs, c) PEG thickness is 

seen to be quite variable. The histogram d) shows the size distribution of the bare SPIONs; e) 

shows the size distribution of the PEGylated SPIONs and f) shows the size distribution of the 

PEG layer (2.7 ± 1.3 nm). The length of a PEG dithiol chain, Mn ~ 1000, is ~ 3x the size of the 

average thickness 
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Figure 7.2 a) SPIONs, b) a thin DMSA layer is visible around the SPIONs, c) the shell 

thickness is seen to be quite uniform; average thickness of 3.1 nm ±1.7 nm. The histogram d) 

shows the size distribution of the bare SPIONs; e) shows the size distribution of the coated 

SPIONs and f) shows the size distribution of the DMSA layer (3.1 ± 1.7 nm).  The length of a 

DMSA molecule is about ¼ that of the average thickness 

 

7.7.1.2 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 

Thiolation 

The survey spectra of SPION@PEGdithiol (Figure 7.3, upper series) and SPION@DMSA 

(Figure 7.4, upper series) reveal the presence of S2p3/2, C1s, O1s and Fe2p3/2 spectra. The S2p3/2 

peak, which we shall discuss, was found at ~ 164.0 eV in both series, and is attributed to the 

presence of SH and SS.  

Nitrosation  
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It is known that some reactions carried out under an O2 atmosphere generate S-S bonds 

(Koval IV, 1994), which, in the present case, would preclude the successful attachment of NO. For 

both SPION@PEGdithiol-NO and SPION@DMSA-NO, nitrosation produces a N1s spectrum 

(lower series of Figure 7.3 and 7.4). The peaks, and their attributions, are found in Table 7.1. 

Subsequent to nitrosation, an additional shoulder appears in the S2p3/2 spectrum, at ~ 161.5 eV, 

attributed to Fe-S; the S2p3/2 peak at ~ 164 eV, which persists, may also be attributable to the 

formation of SN, seen in the N1s spectrum at 403 eV (0.3 at%) for SPION@PEGdithiol-NO and 

403.4 eV (1.8 at%) for SPION@DMSA-NO. The N1s spectrum also contains a peak found at ~ 

399.8 eV, attributed to amine, apparently generated as a byproduct during nitrosation. These peak 

attributions will be confirmed by the TOF-SIMS results presented below. 

 

Figure 7.3 XPS peaks of SPION@DMSA (upper series), and SPION@DMSA@NO (lower 

series) 
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          Figure 7.4 XPS peaks of SPION@PEGdithiol (upper series) and 

SPION@PEGdithiol@NO (lower series) 

 

7.7.1.3 Time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry  

Thiolation 

The TOF-SIMs spectra of SPION@PEGdithiol (Figure 7.5) and SPION@DMSA (Figure 

7.6) both indicate the presence of SH, showing peaks at both 32.98 Da (SH) and 44.98 Da (C-SH), 

as well as peaks at both 63.94 Da (SS) and 75.95 Da (C-SS), confirming the XPS attributions of 

thiols and disulfides.  

 

 Nitrosation 

On nitrosation, both SPION@PEGdithiol-NO (Figure 7.7) and SPION@DMSA-NO 

(Figure 7.8) still display peaks at 32.98 Da (SH) and 44.98 Da (C-SH), and at 63.94 Da (SS) and 

75.95 Da (C-SS), indicating that not all the thiols groups underwent nitrosation. However, the 
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successful nitrosation of some thiol groups was shown by peaks at 57.98 Da (C-SN) and 61.97 Da 

(SN-O), again supporting the XPS attributions. 

 

Table 7.1 XPS peak attributions of functionalized SPIONs 

 

7.7.1.4 FTIR spectroscopy 

FTIR (Figure 7.9) was used to determine spectral differences before and after nitrosation. 

The S-H stretch, expected at 2500-2600 cm-1, was not displayed in any of the spectra. This is 

probably due to both the low extinction coefficient of the peak and the low concentration of S-H. 

In a similar fashion, neither S-NO (700-750 cm-1) nor N-O (1320-1360 cm-1) were in evidence, 

probably for the same reasons. 

XPS characterizations of PEG dithiol and DMSA functionalizations 

Attributio

n 

PEGdithiol DMSA 

SPION@PEGdithiol 

(eV) 

SPION@PEGdithiol

@NO (eV) 

SPION@DMSA 

(eV) 

SPION@DMSA

@NO (eV) 

NH2  399.4 (0.2 at%)  399.8 (0.4 at%) 

SNO  403.0 (0.3 at%)  403.4 (1.8 at) 

Fe-S  161.9 (0.3 at%)  161.5 (0.4 at%) 

SH, S-S, 

S-N 
163.9 (1.7 at%) 163.7 (1.0 at%) 164.0 (3.3 at%) 163.8(2.1 at) 
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Figure 7.5 TOF-SIMS HR spectra of SPION@PEGdithiol  
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Figure 7.6 TOF-SIMS HR spectra of SPIONs@DMSA 
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Figure 7.7 TOF-SIMS HR spectra of SPION@PEGdithiol@NO 
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Figure 7.8 TOF-SIMS HR spectra of SPION@DMSA@NO  
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Figure 7.9 FTIR spectral comparisons of a) SPION@PEGdithiol and SPION@PEGdithiol@NO 

and b) SPION@DMSA and SPION@DMSA@NO 

 

 

7.7.2 Thiolation and nitrosation under a nitrogen atmosphere 

7.6.2.1 XPS 

Thiolation  

The XPS spectra of SPIONs@PEGdithiol (Figure 7.10) shows S2p3/2 peaks at 163.7 and 

167.8 eV, attributed to SH and SO3, respectively. N1s peaks appear, even when nitrosation was not 

carried out, at 399.0 (NH), 400.2 (NH2) and 407eV (NO3), indicating an unexpected reaction with 

the nitrogen atmosphere, since the subsequent use of an oxygen atmosphere gave no hint of 

glassware contamination. Similarly, SPIONs@DMSA (Figure 7.11) shows free thiol at 164.2 (S-

H), and unexpected N1s peaks at 402.0 and 403.1 eV. Clearly, the species introduced by the 

presence of a nitrogen atmosphere are reactive, subsequently oxidizing on exposure to air. 
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Nitrosation 

Subsequent to SPIONs@PEG dithiol-NO nitrosation (Figure 7.10, lower series), oxidation 

has increased, as evidenced by peaks at 168.6 eV (SO4), 403.8 eV (NO2) and 407.6 eV (NO3), 

found in Table 7.2. On SPIONs@DMSA-NO nitrosation, the thiol peak at 163.7eV remains and a 

new peak appears at 403.9 eV, attributed to SNO2; the absence of a peak attributable to SNO 

indicates its oxidation.  XPS attributions are found in Table 7.2. 

 

Figure 7.10 XPS peaks of SPION@PEGdithiol (upper series) and SPION@PEGdithiol@NO 

(lower series) under a nitrogen atmosphere 
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Figure 7.11 XPS peaks of SPION@DMSA (upper series) and SPION@DMSA@NO (lower 

series) under a nitrogen atmosphere 

 

 

7.7.2.2 TOF-SIMS  

Thiolation 

Figure 7.12 and 7.13 indicate the presence of SH (39.98 Da), C-SH (48.98 Da) and C-SS 

(63.94 Da) for both series. 

 

 Nitrosation 

The PEGdithiol series (Figure 7.14) does not exhibit either C-SN or SN-O peaks, while the 

DMSA series (Figure 7.15) exhibits a broad peak at the 61.97 Da position of SN-O.  The 

appearance of SN-O2 (77.96 Da) indicates that oxidation has occurred in both series 
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Table 7.2 XPS peak attributions of functionalized SPIONs under a nitrogen atmosphere 

7.8 Discussion 

 
7.8.1 Thiolation and nitrosation under an oxygen atmosphere 

 
The TEM images in Figure 7.1 and 7.2 display the successful formation of PEGdithiol and 

DMSA coatings around the nanoparticles, with the size distribution histograms showing large 

thickness variations for both systems. This indicates that the layers formed are not uniform, and 

that certain points might be free of functionalization, exposing the core nanoparticle. 

XPS characterizations of both series (Figure 7.3 and 7.4), before nitrosation, show the presence 

of free -SH groups, indicating both successful SH functionalization and the presence of S-S bonds. 

On nitrosation, the N1s spectra (Figure 7.3, lower series) shows a shoulder on the S2p3/2 peak, 

attributed to Fe-S, which may additionally be have a contribution from the presence of contaminant 

Comparison of PEGdithiol and DMSA XPS characterization 

Suggested 

Attributio

n 

PEG dithiol  DMSA  

SPION@PEGdithiol 

(eV) 

SPION@PEGdithiol@

NO (eV) 

SPION@ 

DMSA 

(eV) 

SPION@DMSA@

NO (eV) 

SH, S-S 163.7 (1.2 at%) 163.5 (0.4 at%) 
164.2 (7.2 

at%) 
163.7 (2.0 at%) 

SO3 
2- 167.8 (0.2 at%)    

SO4 
2-  168.6 (0.2 at%)   

     

  =C-NH  399.0 (0.7 at%) 399.1 (0.6 at%)     

C – NH2  400.2 (0.4 at%) 
  

 

C-NHn
+   

 402.0 

(0.6 at%) 
 

NO   
 403.1 

(1.5 at%) 
 

NO2, 

SNO2 
 403.8 (4.8 at%)  403.9 (4.7 at%) 

NO3  407.0 (2.0 at%) 407.6 (4.2 at%) 
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S-Na, detected by TOF-SIMS. The presence of a peak attributed to SNO (403 eV) indicates that 

an oxygen atmosphere contributes to NO attachment but cannot avoid secondary reactions, such as 

the formation of amine groups. Figure 7.16 shows the XPS peak fittings used in this study; the 

actual Fe2p and C1s component peaks and attributions of the SPIONs used here are found in our 

previous article (Ikeda Y and Nagasaki Y, 2011), which concerns their surface analysis. 

TOF-SIMS supports the identification of SNO. Nitrosation was carried out several times, 

and only the oxygen atmosphere was able to produce the successful attachment of NO (Figure 7.12 

and 7.13). Because of low peak extinction coefficients and low concentrations, FTIR is not an 

appropriate characterization tool in the present case. 

 

7.8.2 Thiolation and nitrosation under a nitrogen atmosphere 

When carried out under a nitrogen atmosphere, both series (Figure 7.10 and 7.11) indicate 

the unexpected appearance of a N1s spectrum prior to nitrosation, as well as the oxidation of any 

SNO that was formed, to SNO2.  

The SNO peak is not displayed in the PEGdithiol TOF-SIMS spectrum (Figure 7.12); 

however, it appears (61.97 Da) in the SPIONs@DMSA-NO spectrum, as does the SNO2 peak 

(77.96 Da, Figure 7.15), particularly intense in the negative SIMS spectrum. The presence of the 

SNO peak in SPIONs@DMSA-NO spectrum implies that some attachment of NO occurred, which 

was subsequently oxidized to SNO2.   

7.8.3 Generalities and comparison of the NO attachment process under 

oxygen and nitroge atmonpheres 

The results of the two series, carried out under both oxygen and nitrogen atmospheres, are 

found in Table 7.3. The most surprising results pertain to the influences of the atmospheres under 

which the reactions occurred: nitrosation (SNO) is achieved only under an oxygen atmosphere, 

while the nitrogen atmosphere proves unexpectedly reactive, introducing N-containing species 

that, on subsequent exposure to air, oxidize to SNO2.  
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Figure 7.12 ToF-SIMS HR spectra of SPION@PEG dithiol under nitrogen atmosphere 
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Figure 7.13 TOF-SIMS HR spectra of SPION@DMSA under a nitrogen atmosphere      
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Figure 7.14 TOF-SIMS HR spectra of SPION@PEGdithiol@NO under a nitrogen atmosphere 
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Figure 7.15 TOF-SIMS HR spectra of SPION@DMSA@NO under a nitrogen atmosphere 
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Figure 7.16  XPS peak fitting of C1s and Fe2p spectra 
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Table 7.3 A comparison of influences of oxygen and nitrogen atmospheres 

O2 atmosphere N2 atmosphere 

X N1s appear on thiolation (unexpected) 

N1s appear on nitrosation N1s appear on nitrosation 

S-S bonds appear S-S bonds appear 

Fe- S peak found on SPIONs@PEGdithiol@NO Fe- S peak found on SPIONs@PEGdithiol@NO 

Fe- S peak found on SPIONs@DMSA@NO X 

amine group found on SPIONs@PEGdithiol-
NO 

amine group found on SPIONs@PEGdithiol-
NO 

amine group  found on SPIONs@DMSA-NO X 

S-NO bond S-NO2 group 

X Oxidation of S2p3/2 and N1s 

 

 7.9 Conclusions 

We show the successful NO attachment to SPIONs for reactions occurring under an oxygen 

atmosphere, but not under a nitrogen atmosphere. In the latter case, the atmosphere influences the 

reaction, introducing species that ultimately oxidize on exposure to atmosphere. \ 
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CHAPTER 8   GENERAL DISCUSSION 

 

8.1 Synthesis of nanoparticles 

To compare and select the most appropriate magnetite (Fe3O4) SPIONs prepared by 

alkaline coprecipitation (Stanicki, D., Boutry, S, et al 2014), three batched of SPIONs differently 

functionalized were compared: 

1) Bare SPIONs (precursor) 

2)  Coated positively SPIONs (-NH2) 

3) Coated negatively SPIONs (-COOH) 

The synthesis of nanoparticles, such as the SPIONs, has been considered reproducible in 

the literature (Stanicki, D., Boutry, S, et al 2014) as well as being classified as potential candidates 

for use as prodrugs to target infected sites (Miroslava N, Borjana D, et al., 2017). However, the 

reality is that the general reproducibility of nanoparticle surface chemistry may be unfeasible. This 

presents a serious challenge for new materials in biomedical applications, with their safety related 

issues (like protein corona formation, hemocompatibilities, etc) that depend on the control of the 

chemical and physical properties of the surfaces. 

The objective in the first article presented in this thesis (A comparative physicochemical, 

morphological and magnetic study of silane-functionalized superparamagnetic iron oxide 

nanoparticles prepared by alkaline coprecipitation) was the analysis and comparison of the three 

batches of nanoparticles received by our collaborator Sophie Laurent , such nanoparticles with 

different coatings were evaluated by physicochemical characterization techniques in order to verify 

their functionalization and guarantee their batch to batch reproducibility. In our research laboratory 

we had the experience observing variations in the reproducibility of iron oxide nanoparticles 

(Franca R, et al., 2013). Therefore, determining if batch to batch variations are persistent even 

when they were synthesized in the same laboratory and to identify the expected chemical groups 

on the surface as a result of functionalization, would be the first step to know the type of 

nanoparticles that were available in this project. 
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8.2 Characterization techniques  

 

The selection of characterization techniques, played a very important role throughout the 

realization of this project, techniques such as TEM, VMS and FTIR were chosen to allow us to 

know the characteristics and properties of nanoparticles, in addition were using high-sensitivity 

techniques such as XPS and TOF SIMS to determine the chemical groups present on the surface 

SPIONs. The comparison of the results among the techniques chosen, gave guidelines to describe 

the morphology, size, magnetic properties and chemical composition of the SPIONs.  

The step-by-step physicochemical characterization in each surface modification of the 

SPIONs identifies the chemical composition of the surface, detects batch to batch reproducibility 

inconsistencies, detects the presence of unexpected chemical groups, possibly due to cross 

contamination, indicating a protocol to achieve the thiolation and nitrosation of SPIONs. The 

prediction of the expected chemical reactions after the step by step characterization of the 

nanoparticles describing the function chemical groups, contribute to guarantee successful NO 

attachment, the possibility of demonstrating the S-NO covalent bond and determining the 

reproducibility of results, not previously observed. 

 

8.2.1 Discriminant analysis through characterization results 

8.2.1.1 HRTEM 

The analysis performed in high resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM), 

allowed the determination of shapes, sizes, distribution and thickness of the polymer layers that 

cover the nanoparticles. In the first article published (Chapter 5), images of the SPIONs (Figure 

5.1) were observed with an average size of ⁓10 nm and good dispersion and no agglomeration of 

SPIONs, having a quasi-spherical shape pretty uniform, even when it is known that inorganic 

SPIONs often have high surface energies, facilitating surface oxidation, which leads to particle 

aggregation and clustering (Zhang Y, et al., 2004). However, the silane layers expected were not 

observed, forming a coating and increasing the size of Fe3O4@NH2 and Fe3O4@COOH SPIONs 

compared with Fe3O4 SPIONs. The nanoparticle diameters were evaluated and it was found that 

the difference between the sizes of bare and coated SPIONs were ~ 0.4 and 0.55 nm, respectively. 
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The average standard deviation of NPs oscillates in the range of ± 1.4 nm, which suggests a narrow 

size distribution and the possible absence of functionalization of nanoparticles with TPED and 

TEPSA coatings. TEM characterization results of the SPIONs indicated that there was no 

successful surface modification and consequently it is not possible to consider chemical 

functionalization through the-NH2 or -COOH functional groups. However, a second analysis 

through another characterization technique like XPS and FTIR would be useful to complement and 

corroborate the results. 

The idea of considering nanoparticles with coatings for the implementation of nano-systems 

of nitric oxide release, is because the literature indicates that in biological applications, coated 

nanoparticles have major advantages over bare nanoparticles, leading to improved properties such 

as: 1) reduced agglomeration of SPIONs in a biological medium; 2) increased dispersion and 

biological cyto-compatibility; 3) better conjugation with other bioactive molecules; 4) greater 

thermal and chemical stability, 5) prevention of opsonization of SPIONs; 6) biocompatibility of 

SPIONs,  etc (Mahmoudi M, et al., 2011, Sounderya N and Zhang Y, 2008). 

 

8.2.1.2 FTIR, XPS and TOF SIMS 

FTIR found the presence of silica peaks at ⁓ 1050 cm-1 (Si-O-Si) and 1100 cm-1 (Si-O-C) 

in the spectra of positive and negative SPIONs and the absence of silica of peaks on bare SPIONs. 

These results demonstrate the attachment of silane chains to the SPIONs surface, but considering 

that FTIR is not a quantitative technique, XPS characterization was required to quantify and 

determine the atomic percent (at%) of silane chains, according with XPS results (Table 5.1) 

indicating that only a monolayer of silica was deposited on SPIONs.  

In summary XPS, FTIR and ToF SIMS explaining the presence of silane chains in 

Fe3O4@NH2 and Fe3O4@COOH SPIONs, but also according with XPS (Table 5.1) the presence 

of silica corresponds to a very low amount. 

XPS (Table 5.1) and ToF SIMS (Figure 5.9) show that amine and carboxylic acid groups, 

where found on SPIONs where not expected, meaning an obvious cross-contamination where -

NH2 groups were present on SPIONs coated with TEPSA and COOH groups were observed on 

SPIONs coated with TPED. The analysis of results was repeated on a second batch, and the 
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inconsistencies of results persisted, denoting a possible cross contamination and variations of batch 

to batch reproducibility. Given these results, we can say that the batch-to-batch surface 

homogeneity of the SPIONs is in doubt. 

This variation of the chemical composition of the SPIONs appears to be unavoidable and 

can affect the expected surface charge of the SPIONs and it is risky to think about the biological 

application of these nanoparticles (Mbeh D.A et al. 2015) because it has been shown that the 

surface charge affects the characteristics of corona formation in physiological fluids and therefore 

its cytotoxicity could be affected (Gunawan C, et al., 2014; Mbeh D.A et al. 2015). 

On the first full characterization of the three batches of nanoparticles, the inconsistencies 

in the functionalization of the surface could not be ignored; these inconsistencies can have a 

negative impact on biomedical applications. It was proposed to dialyse the SPIONs, hoping to 

eliminate contaminants, possibly generated during the manufacturing process, or to functionalize 

bare SPION with PEG to control the homogeneity of the surface. 

8.2.2 Magnetic properties 

Vibrating sample magnetometry (VSM) characterization of the magnetic properties of the 

SPIONs showed a magnetization plot (M vs H) indicating that the three batches of SPIONs with 

different coatings have superparamagnetic behavior, characterized by a magnetization curve 

without hysteresis, each batch having an average value of ⁓26 emu /g (reaching its Ms at ~ 10,000 

Oe). 

8.3 Washing effect – dialysis 

As mentioned in the previous section, using SPIONs with non-uniform surfaces and cross-

contamination is difficult for biomaterials, because it is the surface of the materials where the first 

interaction is made with the biological environment and the biocompatibility of such materials 

depends on this interaction. That is why it was decided to dialyse the nanoparticles to remove 

impurities. Centrifugation method of purification was attempted but ultimately the recovery of the 

filter edmaterial was low, and initially there was no sign of a ligand of the silane chains, as observed 

in TEM photomicrographs showing the absence of a visible layer of TEPSA or of TPED. Repeated 

centrifugation could be a good method of purification, offering no risk of aggregation if the material 

is well ligand-stabilized and on the other hand leads to losses by particles sticking to the filter. 
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However, the addition of silane chains on SPIONs apparently were minimal, as the XPS results 

suggested. 

A routine does not exist to purify charge-stabilized colloids like Fe3O4@NH2 and 

Fe3O4@COOH; even dialysis will often compromise their colloidal stability and lead to 

aggregation. This is in the nature of colloids and cannot be avoided since their stability as a 

dispersion depends on the presence of other factors in the system, for example ionic charge. 

After testing centrifugation and observing the almost all the material was retained in the 

filters, we chose dialysis, performed for three days, using a 14 kD cutoff membrane, and changing 

the water repeatedly during the process. But when the dialysed data were obtain, the presence of 

impurities endured and, moreover, new impurities appeared, not previously observed (Mireles L.K 

et. al., 2016), indicating that the material is continuously reacting with the environment. The 

presence of impurities can determine whether SPIONs are suitable or not for use for human body 

applications, due to the appearance of hydroxyl groups (OH), which can seriously affect the 

cytotoxicity of SPIONs (Mbeh DA, et to 2015). Therefore, the consideration of the PEGylation of 

SPIONs in order to create a uniform surface suitable for the functionalization and nitric oxide 

attachment appeared to be the best option to continue with the nanocarriers design. 

 8.4 Surface contaminants  

We have found that, in previous studies (Franca R, 2013) and throughout this thesis project, 

a variation in reproducibility and homogeneity on nanoparticle surfaces. The presence of 

contaminants on metallic oxide nanoparticle surfacess may be explained by chemical 

thermodynamics, which teaches that a reaction will occur if the change in Gibbs free energy, ΔG, 

is negative. In the case of two-dimensional surfaces, the Gibbs free energy, G, is replaced by the 

Helmholtz free energy, A, which is defined at constant volume; this is because the volume of the 

surface is taken to be constant, and equal to zero. Thus, reactions will occur at surfaces when ΔA 

is negative¨. (Bavand R, et al., 2018). Spontaneous reaction can occur at a surface when the reaction 

product has a lower surface tension; it is for this reason that surfaces oxidize, metals corrode, 

adventitious carbon forms. 

The literature indicates that nanomaterials, because of the highly reactive nature of their 

surface, can adsorb molecules from the surrounding medium, to reduce surface free energy. As a 

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/action/doSearch?ContribAuthorStored=Bavand%2C+R
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result, unintentional contaminants can be introduced to the surface of nanomaterials by adsorption 

of air or suspended solution compounds (Jones C.F and Grainger D.W 2009). But these aspects do 

not explain the presence of oxidative compounds on the surface and its inhomogeneity; the 

contaminants are not always the same, they vary according to the nature of the sample and 

numerous contaminants correspond to traces or residues of solvents or reagents used during the 

reaction. The process of dialysis is not enough to remove or eliminate completely all the residues, 

and techniques such as XPS and TOF SIMS are highly sensitive and can detect traces (0.01 at% 

for XPS and milli-amus for ToF SIMS).   

8.5 S-NO attachment 

Following surface analysis of SPIONs by XPS and TOF SIMS, the lack of NH2 and COOH 

groups in nanoparticles was indisputable; these nanoparticles were subjected to a functionalization 

process in which it was expected that silane chains containing NH2 (TPED) and COOH (TEPSA) 

surface groups, provide the possibility of reacting to these groups.  

Finding NH2 groups in nanoparticles with negative charge and vice versa were not 

expected, nor were trace contaminants and unwanted oxidized species, in addition to the failure to 

eliminate traces of surface chemical components ven after dialysis.  It was necessary to propose a 

new strategy to achieve the objective: to cover the nanoparticles with polymer chains that favored 

anchoring and contributed with the safe application of the nanoparticles in biomedical devices 

increasing their biocompatibility (Laurent S, et al., 2011, Mbeh D.A, 2012, Mbeh D.A, 2015). Such 

polymeric coating, should be rich in thiol groups (thiolation) and subsequently forming covalent 

bonds S-NO by the reaction between thiol groups with NaNO2 (nitrosation). 

 

8.6 Coating selection – thiolation 

Using SPIONs as vehicles of nitric oxide release has been a subject of research involving 

many research groups. However, the results published so far do not show evidence of a successful 

linkage of the molecule in which the appearance of the S-NO covalent bond is found. 

The PEGylation of SPIONs has achieved successful results in different biomedical applications 

such as MRI contrast, cancer treatment, etc. (Fortes-Brollo ME, et l., 2017; Ruiz A, et al., 2019; 
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Pelegrino MT, et al., 2017; Ikeda Y and Nagasaki Y, 2011), which suggested that a 

functionalization using PEG would be a viable option to considerate during the SPION design of 

NO-releasing vehicles. In the search if reagents capable of coating SPIONs and having free thiol 

(-SH) groups, to react with nitric oxide, we found: PEG-dithiol and meso-2,3-dimercaptosuccinic 

acid (DMSA), which ones could be good choices for the thiolation of the SPIONs. (See chemical 

structure Figure 8.1) 

 

           

                             PEG-dithiol                                 meso-2,3-Dimercaptosuccinic acid (DMSA) 

Figure 8.1 Molecular schema of PEG-dithiol and DMSA 

 Figure 8.1 Chemical structure comparison of PEG-dithiol and meso 2,3 – Dimercaptosuccinic acid 

(DMSA)   

 

DMSA in drug delivery has been previously used with efficacy (Mejias R, Perez-Yague S 

et al., 2011), with minimal cytotoxic effects (Naqvi S, Samim M, et al., 2010). PEG has been 

widely used as a coating material for magnetic nanoparticles; it is easily metabolized, having 

nonimmunogenic and nonantigenic properties, and can interact with cell membranes, resulting in 

an enhanced cellular response (Gölander CG, Herron JN, et al., 1992). However, it is not 

biodegradable, and its repeated dosage and accumulation can give rise to accelerated blood 

clearance. (Del Puerto et al. (Ruiz A, Morais PC, et al., 2014) and others (Ikeda Y and Nagasaki 

Y, 2011; Wattendorf U and Merkle HP, 2008), note that the use of PEG and DMSA, as magnetic 

nanoparticle coatings, reduces surface charge density, achieves long circulation times and 

maintains hydrodynamic sizes under 100 nm, avoiding agglomeration. 

The coating with chains rich in thiol groups were formed around magnetite (Fe3O4) 

nanoparticles, but it should be emphasized that the layers are not uniform, in addition to varying 
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their thickness, (i.e: as shown in previous TEM results, after SPION functionalization with TEPSA 

and TPED in Figures 5.1, 5.2, 7.1, 7.2) and can leave exposed areas of the uncoated nanoparticles. 

 The surface chemistry of the SPIONs, revealed the presence of organic and inorganic 

nitroso groups on bare and positive SPIONs in both batches analyzed, even after having undergone 

dialysis. Only the second batch of nanoparticles with negative charge (SPIONs@TEPSA) was free 

of nitrogen components. Therefore, the use of SPIONs@TEPSA might would guarantee that all 

the nitrogen species observed were a consequence of functionalization. 

8.7 Funcionalization – covalent bonds 

Magnetite nanoparticles (Fe3O4) were functionalized by coatings: 1) dimercaptosuccinic 

acid (DMSA) and 2) poly(ethylene glycol) dithiol (PEGdithiol); both coatings formed shells 

containing free thiol (-SH) ligands on the SPION surface, subsequently used as reactive groups for 

nitrosation. 

8.7.1 Thiolation: PEGdithiol/DMSA 

The functionalizations of SPIONs were carried out using PEGdithiol and 

dimercaptosuccinic acid (DMSA) allowing thiolation. The PEGdithiol layer is seen thinner in the 

order of 2.7 ± 1.3 nm (Figure 7.1e), in comparison with DMSA at 3.1 ± 1.7 nm. Where the PEG 

chain is ~ 3x the size of the average thickness, indicating that the chains lie parallel to the SPION 

surface and the case of DMSA, the molecular length is ~ ¼ that the average thickness, indicating 

chain extension. These results indicate that the reaction conditions for thiolation probably favor 

thiolation for DMSA and consequently at a greater deposition of polymer chains on the surface of 

the nanoparticles, a greater number of SH groups could be found. 

But what is the effect of thiolacion under nitrogen atmosphere and oxygen atmosphere? 

Under O2 atm and N2 atm, SH and SS groups were found by XPS and TOF SIMS 

When carrying out reactions under O2 atm, it is known that it would be possible to generate 

the formation of SS groups which will eliminate the presence of free thiol groups, and no 

attachment of NO could be happen. 

 For XPS, the -SH and -SS peaks overlap at 164.0 eV, and therefore it is not possible to 

quantify the number of SH and SS groups. But it is found that for DMSA, the greater the deposition 
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of material, the greater concentration of Si2p3/2 (2% at) has, compared to PEGdithion Si2p3/2 (0.5-

1.0 at%). A significant difference was clearly observed: (Figure 7.3 and 7.4, upper series) under 

N2 atm, showing N1s contamination that should not appear. This means that N2 interferes with the 

reaction.  

 

8.7.2 Nitrosation: PEG-dithiol/DMSA 

The addition of the NO groups, transforming the SH groups to -SNO, occurred by the 

reaction of the -SH functional groups with nitrite. 

Under O2 atm: 

By XPS results, the N1s peak at 403-403.5 eV which corresponds to SNO, appeared after 

nitrotation, when the reaction was carried out under O2 atmphere. ⁓0.3 at%. On nitrosation, ToF 

SIMS results of SPION@PEGdithiol-NO and SPION@DMSA-NO (Figure7.7 and 7.8) still 

display peaks of, SH, SS. This means that after reaction some free SH remains, available.The 

successful nitrosation of thiol groups on SPION@PEGdithiol-NO and SPION@DMSA-NO under 

N2 atmosphere was shown by peaks at 57.98 Da (C-SN) and 61.97 Da (SN-O), again supporting 

the XPS attributions. The experiments where reproduced five times, and the same behavior 

persisted; it was found that DMSA react 3x more than PEGdithiol 

Under N2 atm: 

The XPS spectra of SPIONs@PEGdithiol (Figure 7.10) shows S2p3/2 peaks at 163.7 and 

167.8 eV, attributed to SH and SO3, respectively. N1s peaks appear, even when nitrosation was not 

carried out, at 399.0 (NH), 400.2 (NH2) and 407eV (NO3), indicating an unexpected reaction with 

the nitrogen atmosphere, since the subsequent use of an oxygen atmosphere gave no hint of 

glassware contamination.  

Also, SPIONs@DMSA (Figure 7.11) shows free thiol at 164.2 (S-H), and unexpected N1s peaks 

at 402.0 and 403.1 eV. Clearly, the species introduced by the presence of a nitrogen atmosphere 

are reactive, subsequently oxidizing on exposure to air. 

The SNO peak is not displayed in the PEGdithiol TOF-SIMS spectrum (Figure 7.12); however, it 

appears (61.97 Da) in the SPIONs@DMSA-NO spectrum, as does the SNO2 peak (77.96 Da, 
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Figure 7.15), particularly intense in the negative SIMS spectrum. The presence of the SNO peak 

in SPIONs@DMSA-NO spectrum implies that some attachment of NO occurred, which was 

subsequently oxidized to SNO2. 

Thus, 

The effect of the N2 atmosphere in each of the reactions were constant, interfering with 

oxidizing components in the thiolation and nitrosation and in the same way for PEG-dithiol and 

DMSA. 

  The hypothesis proposed: the thiolation of the SPIONs surfaces free of N1s compounds, 

will demonstrate the annulation of cross contamination, or will be identify the source of 

contamination, and under O2 atmosphere the thiolation will generate thiol groups bonded to S-NO.  

To estimate the efficienty of S-NO functionalization is considering that S-H, S-S and S-N they all 

have an XPS peak at the same position (Table 7.1), and is not possible to estimate a minimum value 

by assuming that the S-H contribution to the (S-H + S-S + S-N) peak is 100 %. As seen in the 

SPION@PEGdithiol-NO column of Table 7.1, the minimum value corresponds to 0.3/1.0 = 30 %; 

in the SPION@DMSA-NO column, the minimum value corresponds to 1.8/2.1 = 86 %. 

 

8.8 Difficulties, challenges and contributions 

This section in my thesis represents one of the most important bases that gave strength to this 

project, I would like to enumerate several important aspects of this work: 

1) Management and interpretation of characterization techniques: to carry out the study and 

analysis of results through highly sentivite characterization techniques, lide XPS and TOF SIMS, 

which represented a great contribution to my knowledge and allowed me to carry out a critical and 

detailed analysis of my work 

2) Lack of databases: within the critical analysis, I find important to mention: the comparison of 

resultswas difficults because at present there are not numerous publications that provide results 

regarding drug attachment with characterization techniques such as XPS and TOF SIMS, which 

ones are already demonstrated that, not all characterization techniques have the enought sensitivity 
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to show reliable results regarding the functionalization of nanoparticles, more specifically in the 

interpretation of surface chemistry and surface chemical bonds ( attachments). 

3) In the literature as mentioned in chapters above, the protocols proposed to molecular attachment 

(as NO to SPIONs), establish the necessity to maintain a N2 atm to favor the conditions of better 

molecular attachment. However, the variation of parameters was crucial to understand the optimal 

concentrations, optimal parameters and finally when varying the nitrogen atmosphere to the iron 

atmosphere it was the key point and that defied the ideal parameters estimated according to laws 

of the quiba established, but it was surprising that the results were opposed to nanoscale. 

4) The demonstration for the first time of the cross-link S-NO, was undoubtedly the most 

satisfactory result of this work, since for the first time it can be demonstrated with complementary 

characterization techniques, that the chemistry of the SPF superfine demonstrates clearly the 

anchor of NO. 

Here, in this part of my thesis where, I wouldl like to answer the question at the beginning of this 

manuscript, based on the results obtained in this project: 

Is it possible that after almost 60 years, since the beginning of the nanotechnology era, the 

chemical reactions and behaviors of nanomaterials are unpredictable today? 

- Until now, nano-scale reactions require study to understand their behavior 
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CHAPTER 9   CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

9.1 Conclusions 

This project showed step by step the successful attachment of nitric oxide molecules to 

SPIONs and demonstrated how the effect of the atmosphere in which the attachment reaction takes 

place determines the success of the anchoring; that is, nitric oxide is anchored to SPIONs when the 

reactions are carried out under an oxygen atmosphere,  but the same reaction favors the introduction 

of species that oxidize when carried out under an atmosphere of nitrogen. 

To design this nitric oxide release system, the physicochemical characterization of SPIONs 

was the key to developing the protocol of attachment. The first surface characterization on SPIONs 

with charges (neural, positive and negative) resulted in discarding the attachment using the silica 

chains on such surface nanoparticles, due to their surfaces inconsistencies and the various 

contaminants present in them.  

Thiolation reactions using PEG-dithiol and DMSA generated a homogeneous surface with 

free thiols available to attach NO molecules. The amount of covalent S-NO bonds is greater in 

Fe3O4@DMSA because it has a greater number of thiol groups available compared to 

Fe3O4@PEG-dithiol. However, PEG-dithiol and DMSA, anchored NO molecules under oxygen 

atmosphere conditions successfully and both generate oxidize species under nitrogen atmosphere. 

The demonstration of successful results of this thesis by different characterization 

techniques helps to make known with certainty that nano-scale reactions may have completely 

different mechanisms. 
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9.2 Recommendations 

This work opens the way to extensive possibilities of continuing the study of SPION 

attached with NO; some recommendations are: 

a) Extend the study of nitric oxide release, varying the concentrations of nitric oxide released and 

the time of release. 

b) Biocompatibility and cytotoxicity studies of Fe3O4@PEG-dithiol@NO and 

Fe3O4@DMSA@NO 

c) Perform NO release tests in the presence of common bateria found on implants (gram-positive 

and gram-negative) such as Staphylococcus aureus, Staphylococcus epidermidis, Pseudomonas 

aeruginosa, etc, to probe antibacterial effects and efficacy. 

d) Perform NO release tests in contact with cancer cells and hyperthermia tests 

e) Control and manipulate SPIONs under magnetic fields, to release nitric oxide at specific targets  

f) Standardize the NO attachments protocol 
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